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Foreword
Dearest student,

I
f you are reading this, you have the honour of 
attending one of the premier instituitions of magi-
cal learning; Bothwell School of Witchcraft. Within 

these pages you will find a veritable treasure trove of in-
formation which will help you in ways great or small in your 
years at our school. Before you dig in (at least those of 
you who do not have a habit of skipping the foreword on 
principle), allow this editor, former student and professor 
to offer you three warnings.

Warning the First

W
hile the information contained within these pages is 
indeed useful, it is worthwhile remembering the one 
universal truth about Witches - we disagree about 

everything. For every word printed in these pages you’ll see en-
tire tomes dedicated to disprove the concept upon which that 
assumption is built. The editor has attempted to pick from a 
wide variety of academic excerpts - though they might not all 
agree with each other. Nor are they a worthy substitution for 
field experience.
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You should be careful to trust that you’ve got the right of 
it just because you’ve read a few words on a page. Someone 
is going to disagree with you - and they’re not necessarily 
wrong. Although it’s important to remember that you’re not 
necessarily wrong either, and having a clear understanding of 
the theory within these pages generally helps you be less 
wrong. Unless of course you’re disagreeing with a professor - 
if you’re disagreeing with a professor the professor is usually 
right.

Warning the Second

A
cademic excellence is paramount, that’s what they 
always tell you, right? But that’s not quite the 
case. Student, take it from someone who has been 

around for a little while - the noblest quality you can foster 
in yourself is a sense for what is right and what is wrong. 
Ethics and morals are hard to learn in a textbook, but they 
do give points in the House Shield.

Be kind, be gentle. Be magnanimous when you are strong and 
be brave even when you are weak. Strive to be a better 
person than you were yesterday, and being a better Witch 
will come all by itself. Humility in excellence is far prefera-
ble to whatever virtue the boisterous cowards who would 
shout to the world of their exploits believe that they have. 
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At Bothwell School of Witchcraft we teach the best of 
Witches - but also the best of human beings.

Warning the Third

R
elax! Don’t stress too much about any of this! You’ll 
be fine. Everyone wants you to succeed - well, 
maybe apart from that one rival in your Alchemy 

class or whatever horribly bitter professor is teaching this 
year (there’s always one). You’ll find friends and companions 
to make your time at Bothwell the time of your life. Exams 
and tests are important, but your sanity and peace of mind 
much more so.

And with three warnings, I bid you welcome. I bid you to 
walk in the footsteps of the Founders.

We Are All Bothwell.

Signed,
Prof. C.J. Stanwick
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Alchemy

A
lchemy is the art and science of magical chemistry. It 
studies the effects and interactions of magically active 
reagents and ingredients and the changes they can effect 

on the body, mind, or worldly matter.

When students think of Alchemy class they often imagine it’s 
nothing more than cauldron stirring and the preparation of dodgy 
potions and magical elixirs. While that is certainly a major part 
of the study of alchemy, the field is far more broad than mere 
potion brewing. Alchemy is also concerned with the manipulation 
and transmutation of matter, and is a bedrock requirement for 
any understanding of contemporary enchantment. Alchemy is also 
the most efficient and reliable way to ‘bottle’ a magical effect, 
allowing it to be used at a later time, or by someone with little 
or no magical ability meaning it has profound implications for the 
ethics and economics of the Confluxes.

A typical Alchemy class will often focus on the brewing of 
potions. Depending on year and a teacher’s confidence in their 
pupils, students may be asked to actually follow a recipe and 
brew a potion. Or students may be asked to focus on perfecting 
other elements of the process, like identify ingredients or pre-
paring alchemical apparatus. Classes also frequently exam-ine ways 
to identify an unknown potion, or how to counteract alchemical 
effects in the event of poisoning. A teacher may be eager to 
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take a look at some of the more esoteric elements of Alchemy, 
like the transmutation of matter, Alchemy’s profound influence on 
the Conflux economy, or magical patent law.
 

Alchemy: Fields of Study

T
here are many ways to organize the disparate fields of 
study associated with Alchemy as a subject. No matter 
which one you prefer, you’ll doubtlessly see more than a 

few Alchemists - both the truly learned and the truly ignorant - 
espouse some other philosophy when it comes to categorising and 
making sense of the subject.

How many different kind of potions are there? What is the exact 
difference between a serum, a potion, and an elixir? Surely, if 
there is an Alchemist worth their time in your life, they’ll already 
have passionately attempted to persuade you towards one way of 
thinking about it, and away from all the heresies. You can’t really 
do Alchemy without knowing what you’re dealing with, after all.

We’ve decided to forgo references to specific schools of thought, 
or specific ways of categorising different potions and brews. In-
stead we’ve chosen to focus on the different practical uses for 
Alchemy, and the breadth of opportunities this fine subject opens 
up to the prospective student.
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Basic Alchemy: Potion-brewing and elixir-concoction

I
f you’re not a late-bloomer who is starting life at a 
magical institute of education for the first time, you’ve 
almost certainly learned quite a bit about the creation 

of potions, elixirs, serums, concoctions, mixtures, and all the other 
varied ways one might effectively bottle a spell. Even so, a great 
part of your education at Bothwell will still deal with this com-
paratively basic skill - though the exact potions and their effects 
might be somewhat more potent than the ones you’ve seen in 
the past.

These basic alchemical skills are in heavy use in almost all walks 
of life in the European Confluxes. Hedge-alchemists plying their 
trade in the bazaars and marketplaces of the Confluxes stand 
shoulder to shoulder with corporations and Conflux-governments 
who would likewise utilize the skills of quick-minded and wise 
Alchemists. It is a magnificent subject for those who seek stable 
employment and wage, as well as those who seek things beyond 
such day-to-day living.

Healing Arts: Salve-mixing and poultice-creation

A
n important tool for any future Healer or travelling Witch 
is the ability and skills associated with creating and pre-
paring poultices and salves. The lessons you will have at 

Bothwell will be fundamental to learning the proper methods and 
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techniques, both practical and theoretical when it comes to the 
creation of these wondrous tools. 

Salves and poultices are a core part of any long-term healing 
process and are an absolutely vital part of any Healer’s arsenal. 
At Bothwell you will not only practice making these remedies but 
also understand the theory behind them as well as the importance 
of respect for your alchemical ingredients.

Some degree of basic and even advanced knowledge of salve-mix-
ing and poultice-creation, among the many other applications of 
medical Alchemy is of great use to anyone who would work in 
the field of magical healing. Whether a frontier-Healer working 
with Curse Breakers hunting archaeological secrets of the past or 
a combat-Healer supporting squads of Combat Guardians, this will 
serve you well. It also serves some-what less adventurous profes-
sions well - Healers at magical hospitals and keepers of magical 
reservations both have found great use in the healing arts, among 
many others.

Deadly Things: Poisons and toxins

T
he academical subject of poisons is as important as it is 
controversial. Though few can see past the more radical 
uses of these teachings the values of them are indeed 

versatile. Of use especially to Cryptozoologist and Guardian stu-
dents - the knowledge of both toxins and poisons has again and 
again proved fundamental. As one of the more dangerous fields 
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of study within the Bothwell Conflux these teachings are highly 
supervised and regulated. You will learn both the dangers and the 
possibilities of these dangerous substances and you will learn how 
to both handle and brew them responsibly and with the utmost 
care.

External Purification: Distillation of magical ingre-
dients

F
ew if any potions, artifacts or toxins are possible without 
the correct magical ingredients. In the classrooms and 
Alchemy lab of Bothwell you will learn the many and 

challenging methods of external purification. You will learn to dis-
till the required and sought after magical essence that resides in 
both plant and beast alike. Often in collaboration with professors 
of Beastology and Herbology you will learn the correct way to 
harness the energy found in the Old World, a valuable skill for 
any would-be Alchemist, and a staple of Cryptozoologist, Healer, 
and Artificer students.

Internal Purification: Harnessing one’s own internal 
chemistry

A
s you gain a higher and deeper understanding for the field 
of Alchemy so will you come to understand that alchem-
ical reactions and effects is something not limited to the 

potions cellar. Through these intense and advanced lessons you will 
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learn to harness and utilize your own body as a way to achieve 
effects of magical and alchemical nature. These classes are often 
collaboratory lessons with Physical Education Professors who have 
mastered their own bodies in a way that surpasses most Witches.

Only through total inner control can these teachings be successful.

Indeed, while internal purification might seem like a somewhat 
fringe and esoteric application of Alchemy, or even “not real Al-
chemy” according to some students who have been introduced 
to it (and even a few more learned individuals who should know 
better), the art and science of harnessing one’s own internal 
chemistry was long the main focus of Alchemy. External Alchemy 
(potion-mixing and what people would usually associate with the 
subject) was considered merely a reflection of this inner balance. 
In newer times, where Alchemy is more and more commercialised, 
this particular field of study has been shrinking.

Ballistic Cocktails: Explosions, acid-bombs, and oth-
er self-defence mixtures

A
t Bothwell we believe that you as a student are ready 
to learn about the more dangerous aspects of traditional 
alchemical studies. You will learn to produce mixtures and 

bombs, be they purely explosive in nature or with other more 
subtle magical properties. During these overseered lessons you will 
study the potentially lethal effects of both offensive and defen-
sive measures practiced all over the European Confluxes. These 
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classes teach both safe storage and relatively safe application of 
these mixtures - just as much as they teach the creation of said 
mix-tures. This particular use of the Alchemy subject is very pop-
ular among Guardian and Artificer students.

Transmutation: Changing one material into another

F
ew subjects hold such mythical and historical secrets as 
that of Alchemy. As long as there have been records, 
Alchemists both Witch and Mundane have sought to 

change the elements and properties of a material into something 
else through the power of Alchemy. At Bothwell you will attain 
greater insight into both the history of these attempts and what 
their mistakes and successes have taught us but also practice 
these ancient methods yourself under the supervision of Both-
well’s famously competent Staff. Professional Transmutationists are 
sought after by many.

Magical Booze: The Art of the Still

A
lchemy is in many ways the foundation for the financial 
power of many Confluxes, be it tinctures, toxins, potions 
or the distilled magical ingredients found in local magical 

wildlife. But few alchemical practices can be economically com-
pared to that of the brewing of magical spirits. Here at Bothwell 
we will learn the difference between magical alcohol and a regular 
potion but also what dangers and mistakes should be avoided 
when you attempt your own brewing of that perfect Witch 
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booze. This is an excellent skill to learn if you seek to become 
enmeshed in the entertainment business of the Confluxes, among 
other things.

Impacts of Alchemy: What does the reality of Al-
chemy mean for the Confluxes?

N
o doubt you’re eager to get started on the more esoter-
ic and arcane applications of Alchemy and its practice. 
However, as with all other subjects taught at Bothwell, 

the knowledge gained from the study of Alchemy is far from lim-
ited to practical usage. In Impacts of Alchemy we focus on the 
effects these ancient teachings has on the Confluxes as a whole. 
You will delve deeper into the meaning and changes this field of 
study has had on both the economy and welfare of our society.

You will gain a nuanced and educated insight into how centuries 
of studies have changed our entire system, from laws and cultur-
al revolutions to taxations and the Traditions themselves. These 
particular classes are often undertaken with assistance from the 
Magical History Professor. While a few scoff that these particular 
classes are somewhat less applicable than their counterparts, one 
who truly understands the impacts of Alchemy has a good chance 
at landing a job as a consultant for an organisation that works 
with alchemical processes, among other such vocations.
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Excerpt from: “Alchemy: A Guided Intro-
duction To The Craft For The Adult Student”
By Akira Inoue and Alexandra von Auttenberg

[...]

The Art of Khemaia (Alchemy)

I
n these pages you will not find the answer to making 
gold or brewing everlasting life, because only a fraction 
of you could ever hope to harness your own magic to 

the needed extent. Each and every concoction you find in these 
pages will test your level of skills and dedication, this is not simply 
following a recipe or tossing ingredients into a cauldron, only by 
breathing life into the flux with your magic can the true trans-
mutation be achieved.

Remember this, alchemy cannot be charmed or cheated, if you 
do a half hearted effort or don’t follow through in every part 
of the process, it will show in your end result, for how can we 
hope to change these ingredients and convince them to become 
something else if we are not steadfast in our pursued? You are 
your work, no more and no less, wherefore your success or failure 
in this class reflects not just on your future opportunities, but on 
your fundamental worth.
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Alchemy or Khemeia, as it was first called in ancient Greece, 
meaning “art of transmuting metals,” is a form of chemistry 
and philosophy practiced by Mundanes and Witches alike in the 
Middle Ages and the Renaissance throughout the world. It was 
concerned principally with discovering methods for transmuting 
base metals into gold, with finding a universal solvent, and with 
creating the elixir of life.

Following the original signing of the Treaty of Avalon in 1490, all 
official collaboration between Mundanes and Witches ceased, to-
day Mundanes practice chemistry and Alchemy is viewed as a su-
perstitious stepping-stone to discovering and perfecting chemistry.

In those times before the signing, Alchemy was rooted in a com-
plex spiritual worldview in which everything around us contains a 
sort of universal spirit, and metals were believed not only to be 
alive but also to grow inside the Earth. When a base, or common, 
metal such as lead was found, it was thought to simply be a 
spiritually and physically immature form of higher metals such as 
gold. To the alchemists, metals were not the unique substances 
that populate the periodic table, but instead the same thing in 
different stages of development or refinement on their way to 
spiritual perfection.

[...]
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Transfiguration and Transmutation

I
n Alchemy we distinguish between Transfiguration and 
Transmutation, any Witch can accomplish transfigurations 
by casting spells turning rocks to gold for instance. An-

cient Greece has a tale of the Witch Dionysus offering Midas 
his choice of whatever reward he wished for. Midas asked that 
whatever he might touch should be changed into gold and so 
Dionysus made the enchantment. Midas soon came to regret his 
wish, everything he tried to eat turned to gold and even his own 
daughter was said to have suffered this fate. Midas begged Dio-
nysus to lift this curse and Dionysus complied, the enchantment 
was washed away and everything restored to its original form. 
Had Dionysus been able to give the true gift of transmutation 
Midas would not have been able to restore his daughter or any-
thing else for that matter to what they once were.

In Alchemy we aim for transmutation, to change on a funda-
mental level the basic ingredients or magical components into 
something else in form and spirit.

It is not enough to change the form, if you tried to use a rock 
transfigured into gold to make a potion it would fail you, be-
cause the rock would still know that it is a rock and therefore 
be unable to serve its purpose in the fusion process. An object 
transmuted properly can still be turned back into a similar object, 
but it would never be the same object it was before. In the 
instance of Midas daughter - if transmuted, she would be gold 
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in form and spirit, trying to restore her would have resulted in 
a girl, but she could never be the same girl. Realizing the risk of 
devaluation most Confluxes have put bans and restrictions on 
transmuting base materials into higher metals and gemstones, only 
licensed alchemists are allowed this kind of magic to protect the 
market from low-quality transmutations.

[...]

Potion Procedure

I
n modern Alchemy we concern ourselves mostly with 
potions that influence our own bodies, minds and mag-
ic. Not every Witch can perform complex mind altering 

spells or will find themselves in situations where they don’t have 
the energy or the time to heal a fallen friend. This is in large parts 
the reason that potions have become so popular, they don’t rely 
on a person’s talent and skill, but solely on the talent and skill 
of the alchemist making them. A potion consists of one or more 
magical components, which serves as the foundation and binding 
link. It will recognize the Gift within the consumer and trigger 
the potions effect.

Potions will not work on Mundanes, because they do not possess 
the Gift, but they will work on some magical creatures because 
of their innate magic - though the effects can be a bit unpredict-
able to say the least. Most magical creatures have very different 
biologies from Witches, and as a result brewing potions for use 
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by specific magical creatures is a field all on its own within the 
grander purview of Alchemy as a discipline.

A vital component is of course your own magic, which can be 
applied in a few different ways, yet the goal is always to guide 
and fuel the transmutation process. One way is casting spells or 
channeling your innate magic into the mixture - never put your 
wand directly into the mixture! Other ways are through ritual 
magic, runes and other means of magical infusion. Making a com-
plex potion can be a lengthy process that requires a constant 
flow of magic. By using a ritual it ensures that the right amount 
of magic is applied at all times and funneled into the potion, it 
would also allow for more participants to reduce the burden on 
the alchemist.

Four basic level potions

Antidote base

Serves as a base for most common antidotes, add a sprinkle of 
the poison to the potion before use.

Ingredients: 1 tablespoon lotus roots, 1 tablespoon Carapichea ip-
ecacuanha roots, a pinch of salt, two pinches of powdered fairy 
wings and a half dl Dragon blood.

First take the dragon blood and slowly heat it till 40 degrees, 
then take the salt and mix it in while stirring in the figure of a 
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pentagram with an elm stirring spoon or rod. Let it simmer for 
5 minutes.

Take the lotus and carapichea roots and crush them together to 
a paste. Dust the wings and add them to the paste. Slowly pour 
it into the simmering blood, while stirring clock wise.

Draw the following symbol with your wand above the potion.

Insomnia

Used to stay awake when necessary, don’t take it for more than 
two days straight, since sleep is necessary to maintain a healthy 
mind.

Ingredients: 1 dl coffee, two teaspoons sugar, 1 cockatrice feather, 
1⁄4 of an apple, sliced and 1 dl ice water.

Start out by making coffee or use an old sample. Put the coffee 
in a small cauldron, heat it while adding sugar, let it boil for 10 min 
before bringing the heat down. Pluck the feather and add them 
to the coffee mixture along with your apple slices, while stirring 
with a glass rod in inside out spirals. Pour the ice water till the 
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concoction is cooled down.

Draw the following symbol with your wand above the potion.

Recovery Draught

This is a healing draught is intended for light wounds, to make it 
more potent, use the second ratios below. Beware of unexpected 
side effects, though!

Ingredients: 1 tablespoon melted honey, 1(2) dl water, 100 g ginger 
root, 75 g thyme, 1(2) teaspoon birch bark essences, 50(75) g dried 
Lily of the valley flow-ers, 1(2) teaspoon unicorn horn shavings.

Start by taking a medium sized cauldron, melt the honey until 
it’s golden, add the water and let it cool. Cut your ginger root 
in paper thin slices. Chop the thyme finely. Crush lily into a fine 
powder. Add the ginger to the honey water, slowly heat it under 
a medium flame. When the mixture is boiling put in the thyme, 
stir 5 times clockwise with a willow wood stirring rod. Let the 
mixture cool down till body temperature, for those not aware its 
37 degree Celsius. Add the birch bark essences and stir the elixir 
2 times in an eight pattern with a glass rod. Add the Lily powder 
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and heat till boiling. Sprinkle the shavings slowly while stirring 5 
times counterclockwise.

Draw the following symbol with your wand above the potion.

Eros tears

This love potion is a lot less reliable than Cupids Arrow, because 
the drinker falls in love with the first living thing they see. That 
includes plants, creatures and humans, so use wisely!

Ingredients: 1 pinch cinnamon, 100 g dark chocolate, 55 g straw-
berries, 3 dried rose petals, half a teaspoon phoenix ash, 2 dl 
mountain water, preferably collected between April and May.

Take a small cauldron and heat the water till its 50 degrees, add 
the cinnamon and stir slowly. Melt the chocolate in a separate 
cauldron and add the ash to the mix. Cut the strawberries in 
small cubes, crush the rose petals. Add the choco-late and ash 
mixture to the water and stir it as if you were drawing the num-
ber eight. Then put in the cubes while you continue to stir and 
then add the petal dust. Let it simmer for 7 minutes. Take it off 
the heat and let it cool. 
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Draw the symbol below with your wand above the potion.

[...]

Advanced level potions

Anxia

Calming draught to put the agitated mind to rest.

Ingredients: 35 g Chamomile, half a teaspoon motherwort extract, 
45 g St. John’s wort (Scare Devil), 45 g Skullcap, 1 bag or half a 
tablespoon Seaweed tea, 25 ml Ectoplasm.

Distill the ectoplasm and pour it into a small flask. Crush the 
chamomile and skullcap. Cut up the St. John’s Wort in thin slices. 
Brew the seaweed tea. Take 3 small cauldrons; heat up the extract 
to 30 degrees and add the skullcap, let it simmer for 6 min. In 
your second cauldron you mix the tea and chamomile heat till 40 
degrees and let it simmer for 4 min. slightly burn the ectoplasm 
and wort slices in the third cauldron. Now add the skullcap and 
extract mixture in the third cauldron, while stirring slowly clock-
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wise 10 times. Then add the cham-omile and tea liquid in the 
third cauldron stirring quickly counterclockwise 10 times. Let the 
brew simmer for 5 min.

Draw the following symbol with your wand above the potion.

Morpheus bane

This elixir allows the drinker dreamless sleeps. It can also be used 
to give the user visions, if used during a state of heightened 
emotional stress.

Ingredients: 50 g Snake Plant (Mother-in-Law’s Tongue), 50 g 
Spider Plant, half a teaspoon extract of Valerian, 4 tablespoons 
honey, 2 dl milk, 2 crushed Roc feathers.

Take two small cauldrons, heat the milk and honey in the first 
one, and put the extract of valerian in the second one, heat 
both to 40 degrees. Stir the milk and honey so I does not burn, 
then take it off and let it cool. Crush snake and spider plants 
together, do the same but separately with your Roc feathers, if 
they are not crushed already. Add plants and then Roc feathers 
to the extract, let it simmer for 5 min. Pour the milk and honey 
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in slowly, while heating the mixture to 50 degrees, stir in a spiral 
till it has a sticky texture and let simmer for 4 min. 

Draw the symbol with your wand above the potion.

Arteriosus

This potion is used when the patient has lost a lot of blood, as 
it stimulates the body’s own ability to create blood. It can also 
be used to lower the bloodlust caused by Lycanthropy and Vam-
pirism, if administered correctly.

Ingredients: 75 g dark chocolate, 30 blood pumpkin seeds, 50 ml 
prune Juice, 35 g Sanguinaria canadensis (blood root), 40 g iron 
powder, 50 g Chimera bone, 2 dl black tea

Start with a small sized cauldron, melt the chocolate put in the 
seeds, and make sure they are all covered. Cut the root in little 
squares 2 mm. Crush the bone into fine powder. Take the tea 
pour hot water, 85 Celsius, over the tea leaves and let it set 
for 3 min. Take the prune juice and heat it in a medium sized 
cauldron till it is boiling, add the bone powder and stir 2 times 
clockwise and 4 counterclockwise with a bone rod, let it cool. 
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When cold add iron powder, while slowly heating the mixture over 
a low flame to 40 degrees. First put in the tea, then the roots 
slowly while stirring the elixir left to right with a glass rod. Still 
stirring add the chocolate covered seeds, one every 2 seconds 
until they are all in.

Draw the symbol with your wand above the potion.
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Beastology

I
n Beastology, students learn about the magical creatures 
and humanoids that Witches share the magical world 
with. Students of Beastology will develop a close famil-

iarity with magical fauna that range from the dangerous to the 
merely curious. They will also learn about interactions with the 
many sentient non-human species that a Witch might encounter 
in the Old World.

Zoological studies is a major component of Beastology, and a dili-
gent student should be expected to be able to tell, for example, 
a Drake and a Wyvern apart not just on sight but also by their 
call, footprints, and droppings. They should also be able to provide 
a list of what components of each creature have valuable mag-
ical properties. Beastology also covers sentient magical creatures 
like merfolk, goblins, lycanthropes and vampires, despite repeated 
objections from said creatures at being lumped in with ‘beasts’. 
In the latter case it also functions as a sort of anthropology for 
non-human species.

A typical Beastology class is very hands-on. Students may be 
instructed in the safe handling of live creatures, or be asked 
to participate in a dissection. Some particularly adventuresome 
Beastology professors have been known to take their students 
for safaris in the field. A professor interested in a more academic 
study of Beastology might discuss magical taxonomical practices, 
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the wildlife conservation laws of the Confluxes, or why ‘you can’t 
just ask somebody if they’re a werewolf.’

Beastology: Fields of Study

B
easts of all kinds – magical and non-magical – populate 
this earth in far greater numbers than humankind assum-
edly ever will. A prudent Witch, therefore, recognizes 

the necessity that is learning to understand and coexist with 
the often-stunning, ever-expanding creature kingdom. Welcome to 
Beastology!

Below you will find several fields of study designed with practi-
cality in mind. Basic identification, relationships with various beast 
types, and how to extract a creature’s magical potential are just 
some of the topics touched upon. Beyond what we offer here 
are many other fascinating Beastology fields – we encourage you 
to explore them in any way you can, and we are happy to point 
you toward additional sources if what you wish to learn is not 
covered here.

Taxonomy of Magical Beasts

T
his is the most basic field of study for Beastology, and 
thus makes a good starting point for beginners, as well 
as students of other subjects looking to broaden their 

education. Students can expect to leave this field with solid 
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knowledge of sixty to seventy of the most common magical beast 
species and where said species are located.

The field begins with basic identification and classification, focuses 
in depth on the differences between magical beast families, and 
touches on certain odd cross-breeds. It finishes with an exam that 
requires students to identify by sketch or image each species cov-
ered during term. Extra points will go to students who can also 
designate each species’ home region by placing names upon a map.

Harvesting Magic From Magical Creatures

W
hat is the best way to pluck enchanted hairs from a 
beast that is known to be shy or anxious? Which nests 
is it illegal to harvest eggs from? Which flying beasts have 

growth cycles that might affect how functional their feathers 
are when fashioned into quills? Will the blood of some magical 
creatures harm you?

There are many magical creature breeds whose bodies are rife with 
enchantment. In this field, students will learn how to safely ex-
tract the most potent parts and ingredients from common beast 
varieties. Methods and practices learned cross over well with the 
fields of Alchemy and Herbology. This is a hands-on field; please 
wear clothing under your robes that you do not mind possibly 
sullying.
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Companion Beasts

L
ong have Witches kept familiars, but how is it one dis-
covers and profits from an affinity with a magical crea-
ture? What are the pros and cons of special relationships 

with certain beasts? Which ones will never make good familiars? 
Is there a proper way to request that a creature Bond its loy-
alty and life to you… and what must you prepare to give up in 
return?

This field examines in depth both the history of the familiar-keep-
ing practice and various studies of relationships between some of 
the most famous Witch-familiar pairs. It teaches students how to 
properly identify, approach and treat a creature that is someone’s 
familiar. Additionally, students learn how to identify their own 
possible affinities with creatures, and what etiquette, processes, 
risks and benefits might be involved in Bonding. Variances in et-
iquette and in the Bonding ritual across different regional Con-
fluxes will also be covered at term end. The field goes quite well 
together with Magical History, especially in the latter context.

Common Magical Pests

T
hey’re everywhere. Students of Invocation may already 
be familiar with a few exorcising techniques, but such 
techniques most often will not work with the sometimes 

noisy, sometimes violent, often hungry magical pest breeds that 
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Witches have the misfortune of stumbling upon.

Students in this field will be taught which pest breeds are com-
mon in each Conflux region, how to identify signs of infestation, 
and what home extermination spells or other measures might be 
employed to ensure eradication – from the banishment of tiny, 
barely-visible insects to the largest pests that occupy cellars, 
moats, attics and barns. A list of reputable professional magical 
exterminators is also provided at term end. Interested students 
are welcome to request apprenticeships with these exterminators 
at any point, to continue their education.

History of Domestication

H
ow did Witches tame the wild beasts of the fields and 
forests so that today, such creatures can be trained for 
use in transportation, eventing, and farming? What ef-

fects has domestication had long-term on the magic, health, and 
temperament of certain magical species? What still-wild breeds 
are there today that might lend themselves well to domestica-
tion based on past instances and research, and how would we 
go about taming them for general use, aid or profit? How have 
Witches in the past ensured beasts were bred smartly and suc-
cessfully?

This field explores the history and methods behind the domestica-
tion of magical beasts, touching also upon points and knowledge 
used in the Mundane world that applies to all living creatures. 
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Students will learn what beast families are predisposed toward 
obedience and complacency and which families it would be dan-
gerous to try to saddle, cage, tie or otherwise tame.

Humanoid and Near-Humanoid Anthropology

H
uman society is complex. How much more complex - or 
how much simpler - might the cultures of certain beast 
species be in comparison? Take love and mating, for ex-

ample. What is courting like across humanoid and near-humanoid 
beast varieties? Are there any taboos within their own communi-
ties, and what punishments or enforcements are practiced?

This field will provide answers to such questions. Students will 
also study other social and cultural habits practiced by humanoids, 
including how food, feasting, and other celebration is handled, as 
well as what sleep cycles are typically practiced and why. Those 
pursuing Magical History will find this field greatly enhances their 
education.
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Integrating Sentient Non-Humans: Questions and 
Concerns

W
itches have quite a lot in common with the sentient 
non-humans with whom they share the magical world. 
What is the most beneficial way to interact with them? 

How does one ensure encounters and conversations can proceed 
smoothly, without insult or danger? Are the terms “humanoid” 
and “near-humanoid” archaic by now, or otherwise offensive? How 
does each species like to be addressed?

Many students find they wish to know what possibilities, taboos, 
and risks are involved in the case of relationships between various 
sentient creatures and humans. Ethics will come under examina-
tion. Should certain sentient non-humans be allowed marriage 
rights? Are any sentient creatures allowed to or advised to repro-
duce with different species – and under what conditions, if any?

Please attend and expect to leave this field with both an open 
mind and a honed sense of caution. Some of the topics covered 
have been known to attract backlash from sentient creature 
communities. This field of study is especially popular among those 
who wish to understand werewolves, vampires, and hobgoblins, 
as these are the species that most explicitly live with and near 
human beings. Indeed, every werewolf and vampire was once a 
human being, and many would argue that members of the former 
species still are, to some degree.
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Tracking Beasts by Land and Sea

T
his is a more advanced Beastology field. Students already 
educated about beast identification may find it easy to 
name magical creatures when presented with a creature’s 

image, or a scale, or a feather… but what about when no distinct 
image is available? This field teaches students to recognize trail 
signs and marks left by magical creatures, and how to determine 
which creatures left them.

Students will study beast droppings and prints in detail. They will 
also learn to analyze bruises and breakages in surrounding flora 
along trails in order to determine what such signs suggest about 
beast passage. In the case of water creatures, students will learn 
what underwater signs they might look for, as well as how to 
test water chemistry and colour to aid in identification. Frequent 
classroom excursions are requisite.
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Excerpt from: 
“Lycanthropy Yesterday, Today And 
Tomorrow: Common Knowledge To Be 

Known About The Lupine”
By Dr. Thaum. P. Wagner

The Origin of Werewolves

T
he origin of werewolves, as we know them, is a topic 
of discussion among magical historians and archaeologists. 
This debate still remains unclear. What seems to be agreed 

upon is that werewolves have lived among us for many centuries 
and most of the time, they were hiding their condition thoroughly.

Commonly accepted and known theories of their origin follow.

Romulus and Remus

W
erewolves could be descendants of Romulus and Remus, 
sons of Rhea Silvia and fathered by an unknown magical 
humanoid creature. The brothers were cursed by Rhea’s 

brother, Amulius, with an ancient, powerful curse. What Amulius 
did not know when he cursed them was that the boys might 
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have magical powers. Remus, being Mundane, was hit by the curse 
with more power than his brother and Remus turned into a sav-
age wolf. Remus lost any sanity or rational thought, and turned 
against his brother.

Romulus, on the other hand, had magic running through his veins 
and it saved him from the worst of the curse. While he did 
turn into a wolf-like creature, killing his brother in a bloodlust, he 
turned back into his human form next day. Romulus became the 
first werewolf as we know them.

15th century France and Jacques Roulet

A 
more modern theory comes from the 15th century France, 
where the Mundane Jacques Roulet of Angers admitted 
to this condition publicly. He stated he was given a mag-

ical salve that turned him into a werewolf and in that form he 
attacked, murdered, and maimed many. The confession cost him 
his life; his victims that didn’t die after his attacks found by the 
next full moon, they too had become werewolves.

Some were caught, and the fear of werewolves lasted through-
out the 15th and 16th century in the France. There were many 
werewolf trials and sightings amongst both Mundanes and Gifted.

The interesting thing about these theories is, they don’t oppose 
each other. But they do explain the slight genetic differences that 
can be seen in the skeletons of werewolves and even in the cur-
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rent werewolf population. Regardless of whether any of the two 
theories are true, centuries of werewolves passing the condition 
to others has changed it to its current form.

Physical Description and Attributes

W
erewolves exist in two forms during their life. The human 
form and wolf form.

In their human form, werewolves come in all shapes and sizes just 
like humans. In their wolf form, werewolves take on the shape of 
a giant wolf with a somewhat altered body structure and higher 
intelligence than regular wolves. Many note that it looks more 
half-human half-wolf than fully wolf.

When it comes to abilities, werewolves in human form have slight-
ly improved physical skills and senses (if they learn to use them 
properly). Most of them never learn to do so and live with regu-
lar human attributes. In wolf form, they possess greater strength, 
agility, and senses beyond even the ones afforded to them in 
human form.

In both human and wolf form, werewolves have faster metabolism 
and have better immunity against Mundane sickness. They are 
mildly resistant towards some Mundane medicines, drugs, and also 
magical potions. Due to their metabolism they are less affected 
by alcohol (or have to drink larger amounts of it to achieve the 
same effect as non-werewolves).
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Wounds caused by werewolf claws or teeth (in the case that 
you don’t get infected) are more resistant to magical healing and 
tend to get inflamed or leave scars. There are some healers and 
hospitals that specialise in these sorts of injuries, but they are 
only visited in extreme cases.

Werewolves are incredibly resilient, and when transformed into 
their wolf-form they’re almost impossible to injure. Their only 
known weakness is silver - even touching silver burns their skin as 
if it was acid. Silver weaponry cuts through werewolves as a hot 
knife through butter. There is also evidence that werewolves are 
repulsed by belladonna - also called wolfsbane. No one knows why, 
since it seems like wolfsbane does not actually hurt them - but 
it is a component in the Liquid Silver Potion, and this connection 
has led to quite some fascination among scholars.

Werewolves can transform at will, though for unknown reasons 
they find it significantly easier to transform during the night, 
and especially when the moon is full. Contrary to popular be-
lief, werewolves are usually in full control of their faculties when 
transformed - although many only transform during times of great 
grief and anger. The single exception to this is during a so-called 
lunacy, which we will discuss in the next section.
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Reproduction & Infection

C
hildren of werewolves, whether the parents are both 
werewolves or only one bears the curse, are always human 
with nothing to distinguish them from other humans. The 

only known way to become a werewolf is to become infected 
by a transformed werewolf and survive the attack. Often, more 
than one bite is necessary to weaken the human body enough 
to ensure the transformation. While all injuries caused by were-
wolves are potential risks of infection, bites are much more likely 
to transfer the infection through bodily fluids. Overall results are 
a matter of the immunity of the victim and amount of injuries 
received. Sometimes, the whole process of fighting off the infec-
tion takes hours, sometimes days, and when the immunity loses 
the victim becomes infected. Werewolves are infectious only in 
their wolf form.

In very rare cases (most werewolves report never experiencing 
this), a change will be forced upon the lycanthrope by their own 
body during a full moon, called a lunacy. Scholars can’t quite agree 
on what causes this process, although there are plenty of theo-
ries - the most popular being that this is a way for the curse to 
spread once it detects that there are too few werewolves in the 
general area. A werewolf under the effect of lunacy will change 
and be overtaken with an irresistible urge to assault and infect 
everyone and anyone it can get into contact with - often killing 
them in the process. The werewolf instinctively seems to know 
the difference between the Mundane and the Gifted, and will 
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usually seek to not engage with the Mundane unless threatened 
- as the Mundane cannot be infected.

There is only one way to permanently stave off the frenzy that 
comes with the lunacy, and it is through the administering of 
Liquid Silver, once every night before the full moon. This is an 
effective remedy, although it is exceedingly uncomfortable for the 
patient in question - many report a sort of hollow, sinking feeling 
in their guts. There is also evidence to suggest that this dramat-
ically lowers length and quality of life, with depressions and early 
deaths quite common for users of Liquid Silver. Still, to many it 
is preferable to the uncertainty.

Werewolf Behaviour and Traits

M
ost werewolves lead a normal life, just like any other 
Witch, with all that it involves. They study in colleges, 
work hard, and practise magic according to the Traditions. 

There are exceptions, but these are removed by others of their 
own kind or by local Guardians. However, every now and then, a 
rumour of a massacre caused by a lone werewolf keeps the idea 
of lycanthrophy fresh in Mundane popular culture.

Werewolves share some of the traits of their wolf cousins. One 
of them is tendency to live in packs. However, don’t be mistaken, 
the pack doesn’t necessarily mean other werewolves. It simply 
means a group of humans or humanoids that the person feels they 
belong to. Depending on their personality, they might either pro-
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tect them or be under their protection. Lone werewolves without 
enough contact with others are known to be driven mad sooner 
or later, due to the social nature of their wolf part - and their 
human part, for that matter.

While it was long believed that werewolves were naturally hierar-
chical and either sought to dominate or find a place in a hierarchy, 
newer magi-sociological research into werewolf packs have found 
this to be largely a product of Witch imagination more than re-
ality. Like the wolf-packs that werewolves ape in so many ways, 
a strongly hierarchical structure with dominant alphas supported 
by betas on the top with omegas at the bottom is no more a 
“natural state” for werewolves, than the society one finds within a 
prison colony is a “natural state” for human beings. Werewolf packs 
in general are quite egalitarian, and it is stress amongst other 
pressures that give birth to the strong hierarchies one wrongfully 
associates with wolf-packs. This is the reason why these hierar-
chical structures are most common in high-stress societies, such 
as the aforementioned prisons - or magical institutes of learning 
where status is often everything.
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Excerpt from: 
“On The Bestiary Model and the Prob-

lems Therein”
By G. Hemsworth, Cryptozoologist of Some Renown

S
ince Witches first laid eyes upon a magical creature in 
days of yore, we considered to chronicle them within 
thick books which we called Bestiaries.

That was a mistake.

In this volume, I will systematically go through the numerous and 
highly problematic shortcomings with the modern Bestiary model, 
and the field of labelling magical creatures in the manner of this 
model.

To open this critique, I would like to point out the most glaringly 
obvious problem of the model: None of these no-good Beastology 
authors can, for the life of them, agree on what a magical crea-
ture is! In just the short decades I have spent studying the topic 
of Beastology, I have seen duels and even family feuds fought 
over what a magical creature is, and I suspect I will never witness 
the end of these pointless discussions. It is questions like, “should 
we include Witches as creatures” or, “what about sentient magical 
plants?” that continually make me wonder how these authors are 
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given funds for their useless tomes of inaccurate “knowledge”.

I do, however, understand the authors having a hard time agree-
ing on the subject. Of course they disagree, since it is simply  
impossible for any creature to fit into one box alone. Take for 
example the Norwegian Shrub-Beast, notorious for driving lesser 
Cryptozoologists to the brink of madness in their futile attempts 
at identifying and categorizing it. It is a plant? It would seem 
that way, with it relying on photosynthesis to get by, but on the 
other hand, so do the Lions of Helios in Greece, and those are 
certainly not plants. But it must be a creature then, yes? Not 
necessarily! The Shrub-Beast lacks any evident nervous systems or 
vital inner organs, making certain Cryptozoologists claim that it 
simply cannot be a creature. So what is it, then? You tell me, 
because these foolish second-rate authors sure as the sun won’t.

The major problem with the modern Bestiary model is, simply put, 
that our world is too wondrous to readily identify. We will never 
agree on whether the Norwegian Shrub-Beast is a creature or a 
plant, because it is both and neither, and while lesser Cryptozo-
ologists continue discussing this, I for one want to urge you all 
to find other ways of looking at the magical creatures inhabiting 
our world. For starters, stop looking at them through your dusty 
tomes and get out there! Experience the creatures, don’t look at 
them! And sure, some of them might be potentially dangerous to 
an unwitting Witch, but if you can’t handle that, why are you in 
this field anyways? After all, a Cryptozoologist’s experiences are 
not written in the ink of dusty tomes, but in the scars of their 
skin. [...]
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Daemonology

D
aemonology is a subject that causes endless debate re-
garding student safety, and equally endless debate about 
general morality and what impressions this field might 

be liable to make on students. However, it is a subject that has 
been taught at this institution since its founding and is now a 
key global centre of study. Despite renewed attempts by the 
Guardian Order to revoke the schools license, Bothwell is pleased 
to announce that it will continue teaching Daemonology. 

Harnessing the forces of evil has been known to aid Witches in 
times and battles past; when handled properly, Daemonology is 
an asset. At the very least, learning about it guarantees better 
defence against it! As we have, yet again, deeply and seriously 
considered the decision to include Daemonology in our curriculum, 
it is expected that potential students of this field also deeply and 
seriously consider their involvement before signing up for classes. 
Bothwell is one of the few institutions that offer an insight into 
matters daemonic — for without training in these matters, little 
can be done to counter them should they be undertaken by 
those of dangerous ambitions.

Dangerous forces are at play, here. While Bothwell’s professors 
have been instructed to lead their Daemonology classes in what-
ever manner suits them to account for the unexpected, students 
entering this field should be aware that Professors are only hu-
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man… and the subject matter explored in classes is decidedly 
not. It is not benign in the slightest. The realm of Daemonology 
involves more evil power and peril than even the best-trained 
are always equipped for; we therefore ask that students sign our 
Daemonology Waiver Form before beginning lessons.

That said, rest assured that we believe catastrophe to be highly 
unlikely. Even if problems arise — due perhaps to the negligence 
of students who have not paid close enough attention to their 
reading, or to failure to double and triple-check instructions — 
all of our professors are top-notch in averting doom and disaster. 
Students of Magical Defence have also proven skilful in this field.

In a sense, the most dangerous and variable factor in Daemon-
ology is you. Be aware. Be prepared. Be brave. If you can handle 
that, then you can handle Daemonology.
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Daemonology: Fields of Study

Identification and Classification

T
his is the most important field for Daemonology students. 
There is no sense in learning how to call on daemons 
unless you are acquainted with exactly what breeds you’re 

liable to be dealing with. Are you about to strike a bargain with 
Beelzebub or an Incubus, for example? How do you tell what 
daemon you’ve summoned, if your summoning goes awry and you 
don’t recognise what manifests? How do you tell what type of 
daemon you’ve found wreaking havoc or possessing humans, when 
certain daemons change their forms to confuse you?

Students in this field will learn how to see through facades and 
tricks in order to identify daemon types and classes. They will also 
learn how to classify daemons by region, danger level, and typical 
usage. Contrary to popular belief, this knowledge does not “cor-
rupt the mind” as some more moralistic and dramatic individuals 
would have you believe — nonetheless, certain grimoires found 
outside of the classroom setting might very well have adverse 
effects upon the mind, a state of matters that might have led 
to the above misunderstanding.

Summoning

While students of Runic Magic excel in this field, knowledge of 
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runes is not necessary in order to summon daemons; this field 
teaches students how to look up and accurately recreate the 
necessary summoning runes in the Runic Codex. What is necessary, 
however, is close attention to all written instructions, in order to 
command a solid understanding of how to gain the attention of 
the forces of evil.

This field will cover the drawing of circles, as well as help students 
learn to identify the materials best used to draw those circles. 
When summoning daemons that do not take corporeal form, for 
example, is it better to scratch symbols out in the dirt, lay down 
salt, or drip symbols in blood? Students will also learn a variety 
of chants and tips in terms of creating the right atmosphere 
for summoning, such as items like herb sachets or herb-infused 
candles.

A Study Of The Laws Regarding Daemons

T
here are a plethora of laws set down by Witches regarding 
interaction with the darkness. While it would doubtless 
be of interest to examine these laws from a moral per-

spective, this field has been designed to acquaint students with 
facts only. What laws are there that have been written regarding 
Daemonology as it pertains to magical communities? This field will 
explore some of the punishments that have been delivered onto 
Daemonologists in decades past, as well as setting forth all past 
and current legislation regarding the practice of Daemonology.  
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Covered in this field are also laws adhered to by daemons them-
selves. What rules and terms are unbreakable? Are there any 
known loopholes in the contracts put forth by daemons? Is it 
possible to break a contract between a human and a daemon 
once it has been made… and what happens once a contract is 
completed?

Basics of Control and Binding

Y
ou have managed to summon a daemon, but how do you 
convince it to do your bidding? Some daemons must be 
placed under physical restraint before they can be bar-

gained with. This field teaches a variety of binding spells, as well 
as providing students with a list of common recipes for herbal 
smokes that stun or slow corporeal daemons — making the field 
of interest to students of Magical Defence and Herbology alike.

Once a daemon has been bound, there is still more to learn about 
controlling them. The second half of this field has therefore been 
designed to explore the art of bargaining in depth. What should 
and shouldn’t one bargain with? Do certain daemons enjoy flat-
tery? It is not always easy to convince a daemon that it might 
benefit from helping you. While Bothwell can’t teach inherent 
cleverness, this field can at least equip students with language dos 
and don’ts that will serve them in manipulating their evil charges.
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Morality of Daemonology 

W
hat is the Treaty of Avalon, and how does it relate to 
Daemonology? In what regions and under what circum-
stances might it make sense for aspects of Daemonology 

be named forbidden, if any? Why? Can it ever truly be considered 
safe — or right, or moral — to meddle with the forces of evil 
for personal gain, vengeance, or progress? 

As students in this field will learn, there is more grey than black 
and white. Students are encouraged to ask questions and play 
Devil’s Advocate as much as possible, so as to open minds and 
engage critical thinking. Some professors in this field may prefer 
to run classes as roundtable discussions.

Bothwell sincerely hopes that by term end, students of this field 
will have cultivated a deeper understanding of the double-sided 
coin that is good and evil… and discovered where their own lines 
are in terms of their personal sense of morality. A nose for this 
particular field of study is required of any student who would 
pursue a Conflux-level assignment as a Bound Guardian or other 
official working to counter the ploys of rogue Daemonologists.

The Dos and Don’ts of Banishment

T
here is a special protocol when it comes to banishing dae-
mons. One cannot simply wave and walk away once one 
is done using a daemon for one’s purposes. What types 
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of daemons or situations require verbal acknowledgement that a 
deal has been completed, and that a daemon has been dismissed? 
What types of daemons must be bullied away, and what spells are 
most effective in that case?

Students in this field will also learn the repercussions of banish-
ments performed too soon or simply incorrectly, and how to avoid 
common banishment errors. When a deal or a contract appears to 
be satisfied, how does one double check to make certain it truly 
has been satisfied — on both sides? If you banish a daemon to 
an incorrect realm, how much magic or further bargaining does it 
take to summon said daemon back, and banish it again correctly?

Fae and Daemonology 

T
here are visible similarities between the creatures of the 
Fae realm and certain types of daemons. This field has 
been designed to explore those similarities, as well as the 

main differences. Are there methods of control and banishment 
that might work against particular Faeries? How about methods 
of bargaining?

Students in this field might also be led to discuss the major moral 
questions behind dealings with Fae versus dealings with daemons. 
There are those who wrongly believe that the Fae represent a 
sort of “less dangerous” alternative to daemons, and that those 
who deal with Fae will on average achieve better results than 
those who deal with daemons. This field is quite likely to dispel 
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any such notions from the mind of the student.

Advanced Resistance to Darkness

S
ome daemons are so powerful that the basic methods 
of protection taught in other fields of Daemonology are 
not enough for survival. If you are petrified by the idea 

of witnessing yourself or a loved one falling helplessly under dae-
monic control — despite colossal efforts to the contrary — and 
facing death or loss of soul, then this is the field best designed 
to equip you against the thing you fear the most. On that note… 
fear is one of the emotions that makes Witches more susceptible 
to daemonic control; learning to manage fear is the first lesson 
taught to students in this field.

The key to protection and the possibility of regaining control 
when all seems lost extends beyond defensive magic as well. The 
ability to master preventative methods of resistance to the forces 
of darkness is requisite. Prevention of irreversible damage or lost 
control often depends on one’s ability to recognise the subtle 
signs of daemonic influence on victims early. This field teaches 
students how to identify suspicious behaviour that could suggest 
possession or a deal gone awry, as well as how to identify a soul 
in the different stages of degeneration that occur once a con-
tract has been signed. 
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Invocation

T
here is, of course, more to the study of summoning and 
banishment. Invocation is the wider field in which Dae-
monology is one specialism. Invocation deals with even 

more realms and planes of existence. It is recommended that 
students have a good understanding of invocation before dabbling 
with the denizens of the Daemonic plane. Indeed, at Bothwell, it 
is sometimes necessary to induct students into Daemonology by 
first teaching them Invocation. That is not to say, by any means 
that all areas of Invocation are “safe”; dealing with Fae and Fae 
contracts can be just as tricky as unpicking the true meaning 
behind the statements of a tortured soul. Invocation also has 
broader applications, for example, it is the method by which 
Witches achieve the most reliable form of teleportation - the 
folding of space via extra-planar travel - although it should be 
noted that other subjects also teach methods of point-to-point 
magical transport.
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Falconry

F
alconry, contrary to the name, is the study of all birds of 
prey. Birds have been used by humans as aids in hunting 
since pre-recorded history, most likely originating in the 

middle east. The subject was brought to the school by Montague 
MacNewthorn who built quite the aviary and collected much of 
the early works and material that is used in the subject to this 
day. The mundane practice of Falconry barely scratches the sur-
face of the usefulness and intrigue these birds hold.

While some may question Bothwell’s choice in making Falconry its 
own subject, our sincere hope is that our Falconry fields will illus-
trate to students the many benefits of studying these magnificent 
birds. Not only are falcons some of the most formidable and use-
ful creatures in the Witching World as well as the Mundane one, 
it is also easy to apply the knowledge gained by studying falcons 
across the other fields.

Students of Beastology can greatly expand their knowledge of 
flying creatures by taking the time to learn about birds. Those 
pursuing knowledge of Games also benefit from exploring certain 
Falconry fields; falcons are wonderful for sport, in addition to 
proving useful in utilitarian pursuits. Finally, students with deep 
interest in Alchemy and Herbology tend to excel when studying 
Falconry, because of how these fields explore the potions, herbs, 
and mixtures that can be fed or otherwise administered to these 
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birds of prey.

No matter your path or interests, we hope you enjoy learning to 
care for, bond with, and make use of these fantastic creatures. 
Who knows — one day these fields may even form the pylons 
of a bridge between the magical world and the Mundane one.

Falconry: Fields of Study

Types of Bird and Usage

T
here are many types of bird in the employ of Witch-
es, from the athletic and swift hawk to the intelligent 
raven. Certainly, throughout the British Confluxes and 

wider afield, birds are used frequently for all manner of tasks. Of 
course, there is their classical use in hunting and delivering mes-
sages, which, when combined with magic adds a wide and varied 
field of study. However, this is not the limit of a bird’s intrinsic 
abilities. Some birds have powerful magical attributes and making 
use of these lies at the heart of becoming a good falconer in the 
magical world. For example, “Une Calade” is a trained bird used to 
detect sicknesses in humans, and have also been used in the past 
as a tool for interrogation, being able to detect lies and deceit. 

Different birds are more suited to different jobs; owls, hawks 
and falcons are perfect for hunting. Vultures are excellent for use 
in healing. Ravens are frequently used in divination for prophesy; 
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reading the omens and flight patterns of birds is indeed, entirely 
its own field within that subject.

Warging and the Magical Properties of Birds

A
s mentioned above, different birds have their own in-
nate magic. Harnessing this magic and how best to use 
it is a key aspect of their study. The early Norse völva 

frequently used the prophetic and magical abilities of birds to 
develop their craft and this seems to be reflected in the culture’s 
mythology through Odin’s raven.

Warging and mind-linking have also proven highly interesting with 
birds. Whilst warging through a herbivore, with its eyes wide-set, 
may prove useful as a ground-level, stationary sentry, it’s not much 
good for anything else. Birds on the other hand have highly tuned 
eyesight, and some have the ability to “see” magic. Combined 
with the, perhaps obvious, ability to give a birds-eye view of any 
situation make birds the ideal companion. A Witch attempting to 
search an area quickly may well set a hawk to flight and use its 
vision to find what they’re looking for. Equally, an owl may pro-
vide an excellent sentry that can cover large swathes of ground 
with pinpoint vision and, using a simple mind-link, a Witch can be 
instantly alerted of any danger.
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Hunting

W
hether you view hunting as a sport, a necessity, or an 
outrage, this field takes falconry back to its classical roots 
and teaches every aspect of hunting with birds. Where 

are the best places for falcons to find prey? What types of ter-
rains and weather patterns make for the safest and most fruitful 
hunting conditions? Is there anything Witches can do from the 
ground to help their flying partners hunt, or anything that might 
hinder the hunt that Witches should become aware of? How 
should one reward their bird after a successful hunt?

A herbologist, cryptozoologist or even alchemist may well have 
avian companions. Hunting certain creatures and plants, for what-
ever use, can be extremely difficult. Using a well-trained bird may 
be the best way to snare a pesky pixie or search above the lofty 
canopies of forests to find those sun-hungry or well-hidden plants. 
Some birds may also simply just have the ability to “see” or smell 
the magic radiating from whatever it is you’re hunting. If attacking 
and killing your prey is your goal, then there’s a bird for that too. 
Either way, this subject will teach a student which birds are best 
for certain hunting jobs. 

There are also myriad hunting laws for students to become ac-
quainted with. Certain prey is illegal to pursue — either com-
pletely, or during certain seasons — and in other regions, it is 
taboo to hunt some of the prey often hunted in the British 
Confluxes. The differences in falcon hunting practices across Con-
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fluxes might interest students of Magical History, whereas many of 
the other outdoor, physical aspects of falcon hunting will certainly 
appeal to students of Magical Defence and Games.

Birds as a Mode of Communication

T
he business of passing information from place to place 
by bird has been indispensable throughout magical history, 
both in times of war and times of peace. Witches have 

made use of owls and pigeons for centuries by strapping written 
messages to their legs, while ravens have been used to pass on 
short, verbal code-words.

Students in this field will learn what roles birds can play in con-
veying information across distances, as well as what endeavours 
best employ a bird’s particular capabilities. Also covered will be 
how to use birds to engage in more secretive forms of informa-
tion-conveying and espionage. Finally, students will learn how to 
identify flight patterns and train birds to turn those patterns into 
a form of sign language.

Birds as Familiars

A
t times, birds prove notoriously difficult to befriend and 
work with - the phrase “bird-brained” didn’t arise without 
cause. This, isn’t however, due to any sort of lack of 

intelligence, more a lack of self-control, birds of prey in particular 
find it difficult to ignore their hunter instincts and lose focus 
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quickly. What nuances are most difficult to navigate in terms of 
behavior when attempting to form a bond? How can you breed 
falcons for loyalty? Should you? If your bird is highly intelligent 
or prideful, in what ways might you earn its full respect? Before 
all that, even… why should a Witch be interested in forming a 
magical bond with such a creature?

Some birds are also playful. A portion of this field covers games 
and tricks Witches can teach their birds to strengthen their re-
lationships.

Common Threats and How to Combat Them

Falcons are brilliantly capable birds, but they face certain lethal 
dangers just like every other living creature. Preventative safety 
measures regarding these birds are sadly often overlooked, due in 
part to how self-sufficient and powerful most birds appear to the 
under-educated eye. In order to preserve our feathered friends, 
we must learn what the common dangers are, so we can do our 
part in defending them.

In this field, students will learn a variety of charms designed to 
protect falcons in flight. What is the best spell or balm to guard 
feathers against inclement weather? If there is a long flight sched-
uled, what herbs or potions might be administered to the bird 
ahead of time to prevent fatal fatigue from striking? Students in 
this field will also get acquainted with a list of common predators 
that often target birds for sport or for dinner — such as some 
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of the vicious dragon breeds. 

Feeding

The diet of a bird of prey contains certain circumstances and 
nuances that anyone working with these creatures should learn. 
What times of year, for example, should you feed your falcon a 
protein heavy diet? How does amount of flight activity affect 
portion size, or the number of times per day one should feed? 
Since falcons and owls can be prideful birds, it is also beneficial 
to know what treats most appeal to them.

Just as important as knowing what to feed a particular working 
bird is knowing what not to feed them. Learning to recognise 
signs of digestive distress is key; one must monitor items like bird 
behavior and excrement. Students of Alchemy and Herbology have 
enjoyed this field’s lessons regarding what dietary changes can be 
made and what substances can be administered to compensate 
for illness, or to clear the digestive systems of suffering birds.

Caring and Grooming

In this field, students will learn the basics of care and grooming. 
What types of shelters do falcons prefer, and how often should 
their nesting areas be scrubbed or swept? Are there any sub-
stances beyond Lemonwort that one should never employ in the 
cleaning or grooming of a birds space or feathers? Why? Which 
direction should feathers be brushed in — and how frequently — 
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in order to preserve functionality and shine? How does a falcon 
like its talons trimmed?

A bonus of studying in this field is being able to explore various 
uses for the feathers birds drop. Students will learn to identify 
the best quality feathers amongst the debris and how to clean 
and preserve them for quills, arrow fletching, and other magical 
purposes.
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Games

E
ducation may not always be all fun and games, but this 
subject makes fun and games its focus. From tournaments 
that rely primarily on a Witch’s mind to the most ag-

gressively physical of matches, the fields in this path cover many 
— but not all — of the common and popular sports and games 
accessible to today’s Witches. Don’t be fooled, however, into 
thinking this subject will be a cake walk. It has been added to 
the syllabus specifically to tune the minds and bodies of young 
Witches in order to prepare them for their future careers.

Those inclined to engage first-hand in sporting events will no 
doubt find these fields thrilling, as well as those wishing to 
study magical games for purely educational or theoretical purpos-
es. Although many of the Games fields are hands-on, students 
can request to opt out of exercises if at any point they feel 
participation to be inappropriate for them under their personal 
circumstances.

The physical aspects of Games fields lend themselves well to 
crossover studies in Magical Defence, Beastology and Runic Magic 
in particular, as well appealing loosely to most students. At the 
very least, Games aims to bring Witches together regardless of 
path — because all Witches need a break in the form of good  
spirited competition now and then.
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Games: Fields of Study

Fireball Dragon

T
here is no sport more exciting than Fireball Dragon, and 
Bothwell prides itself on its tremendous gameplay and 
training regimens. This field begins by teaching students 

the basics of the sport, and transitions from there into a series 
of training matches, and then delves into advanced techniques 
of play which are immediately applied in Bothwell’s official col-
lege-level tournaments. Participation in this field is mandatory and 
expected — except, of course, in the case of injury or illness.

If you are not physically inclined, you are still welcome in this 
field. You will be physically inclined by the time term end comes 
around — and if your skills are truly stellar, you may even get 
scouted for the pro-leagues.

Witches’ Chess

C
hess can be complicated enough without it being Witch-
es’ Chess. While in this field students can certainly expect 
to learn general chess laws and tactics, they should come 

prepared to focus more on the… unexpected hazards… of Witch-
es’ Chess games. From violent chess pieces to exploding or boo-
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by-trapped boards, students will learn how to guard themselves 
against harm and bend rules to their benefit with spells while in 
the midst of play.

Students of Magical History in particular can expect to enjoy this 
field. There are several acclaimed Witches’ Chess leagues outside 
the British Confluxes that boast intriguing backstories. Students 
will learn most league founders by name, as well as study the 
playing habits of some of the magical realms foremost Chess 
competitors. End of term exams will involve a tournament-style 
competition in which the final winner may be honoured with ac-
ceptance into Bothwell’s own Witches’ Chess Hall of Fame.

Magical Games on the Court

S
ometimes a long, narrow court marked out on sand, as-
phalt, or grass is all one needs to form the basis of a 
sport. Those familiar with Mundane society may recognize 

a host of games in which teams stand on opposite sides of a 
court and toss, role, slide, or otherwise project an object to the 
opposite courtside for points — such as Horseshoe, Corn Hole, 
or Bocci. The magical world has, of course, invented a plethora of 
variations on these Mundane games that are far more interesting 
— and sometimes perilous — in nature. Students of Runic Magic 
will find this field highly relevant, as courts are often marked by 
runes that help ‘enhance’ gameplay.

This field is also unique in that its goal is to further define and 
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expand the genre of magical court games. While some Witch-
es might enjoy playing Snake Coil forever, others disagree with 
launching serpents through the air and onto poles for points. 
Students will therefore be allowed to explore and augment any 
of the less common court games to their pleasure, as well as be 
encouraged to create new games entirely.

Tactics and Techniques for the Transfiguration Tri-
athlon

P
erhaps you are fit and quick-witted, so you plan to enter 
the Witching World’s most renowned magical triathlon — 
but have you been acquainted with the tactics you will 

need to finish? How skilled is your transfiguration magic? How 
accurate are you in reading challenging terrains? What are the pros 
and cons of choosing different modes of transportation for each 
leg of the race, and is it better to enter with a base vehicle 
that is mechanical or live in nature? This field has been designed 
to answer these questions and more, so that students can leave 
with advanced race knowledge — or battle plans, should they 
wish to enter.

The field is split into three areas of study. The first study area 
covers relevant particulars of transfiguration magic, as well as 
shortcuts and advanced techniques that fall within the rules of 
competition. The second study area explores the geography of 
each registered race location — including revealing common be-
witchments cast across terrains to trip-up athletes, which may 
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interest students of Magical Defence. The final area of study 
acquaints students with the base modes of transportation most 
likely to lend themselves to speed and endurance as well as the 
quickest and most fluid transfigurations. Students will learn to 
consider an array of magical mounts in addition to broomsticks 
and more Mundane vehicles — knowledge relevant for students 
of Beastology.

Witches’ Croquet

I
t is commonly known that the Mundane writer Lewis 
Carroll used his limited knowledge of and suspicions about 
the magical world to inspire his Alice in Wonderland sto-

ries. His scene in which the Queen of Hearts engages in a unique 
style of croquet with Alice and the Cards is perhaps best known, 
due to how inaccurately it portrays what Carroll only vaguely 
understood of real Witches’ Croquet. That said, most Witches 
know what Carroll got wrong, but they still aren’t familiar with 
the correct customs, proceedings, or equipment.

This field has been designed to teach students the true art of 
Witches’ Croquet, and in depth. Two styles of playing will be 
taught — both the typical lawn version of the game as well 
as the version best played in a forest or other difficult terrain. 
Weather permitting, real games may be played outside. If students 
prefer to bring their own “mallets” to matches, prior permission 
must be obtained from the professor.
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Win or Lose with Booze and Brews

T
here exist almost as many Magical drinking games as there 
exist liqueurs, draughts, potions and nectars; the curious 
Witch can benefit much by exploring myriad popular 

games and game variations in this field of study. This field has 
been designed to serve both the most studious of Witches as 
well as Witches interested in merrymaking for merrymaking’s sake.

In preparation for this field of study, students are required to 
take a Tolerance Test before the initial class begins. This is a 
hands-on field in which actual drinking and gameplay may occur 
according to the Professor’s fancy; although this field has been 
designed with fun in mind, excessive drunkenness is discouraged 
and alcohol amounts are therefore managed carefully for each 
student. Students should expect the challenge of keeping their 
wits about them at least enough to pass the term-end test that 
covers the rules of all the games — from Belching Brew Battle 
to Six-Fingered Lark.

That said, those acquainted with the favourite Bothwell tradition 
of Potion Roulette will be pleased to learn this field covers mul-
tiple, less-common variations of Roulette from other Confluxes… 
and that these will be taught after exams on the last day, once 
tolerance rules have been lifted. Barring the odd eccentric pro-
fessor, of course.
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Herbology

I
n Herbology, students learn how to identify and use 
magical plants for arcane purposes. Some of these are 
extremely powerful and dangerous, and the classes famous 

field trips into the Dark Forest are seldom uneventful.

Far more than a class on merely foraging for plants used in al-
chemical mixtures, in Herbology students undertake a comprehen-
sive study of the science of arcane botany. A student of Herbo-
logy understands not just the arcane properties of magical plants, 
but also their life-cycle, evolution and conservation. Witches are 
far from the only living things in the world touched by magic, 
and Herbology gives students an excellent opportunity to explore 
magic’s manifestation and influence on the natural world. Magical 
plants are often used in the preparation of complicated alchem-
ical potions and brews, but it takes knowledge of Herbology to 
use them safely - knowing that while the seeds of the Blackroot 
plant can be used to prepare a pleasant intoxicant, the leaves 
and stems cause blindness, and the titular roots are deadly poison. 
It is Herbology that teaches a student how to harvest razorvine 
without losing an eye, and it is students of Herbology that have 
the dubious pleasure of knowing that Walking-Moss doesn’t actu-
ally walk, but slides over the ground on a thin layer of noxious 
smelling mucus.

A typical Herbology class could see students instructed in the 
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proper methods for preparing, pressing and drying samples, or they 
might be asked to identify plants by their seeds, fruits or bulbs. A 
Professor interested in giving students a global outlook might lead 
a discussion on magical plants that are in danger of extinction 
due to overharvest or environmental pollution. An adventurous 
Professor bored of imperiling his students in the Forbidden Forest 
might instead imperil them by inviting them to sample some of 
the magical effects that can be experienced in the risky practice 
of consuming some magical plants and fungi raw.
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Herbology: Fields of Study

H
erbology is a monolith of a subject, with nearly as many 
fields of study as there are magical coral breeds tucked 
underneath the oceans of our world. Below we have 

organized a few of the more applicable and accessible fields for 
prospective students.

By no means should students consider these fields the absolute 
Herbological canon or the total extent of everything Herbology 
has to offer. Vegetation and magical plant practices vary region 
by region, and thus so do the fields of study. That said, the fields 
you see below are designed to equip you with a broad and solid 
understanding of Herbology that will absolutely serve you as you 
explore, grow, and discover even more veins of the Herbology leaf.

Wortcraft

T
his is a very basic field of study in which students learn 
ways of extracting magical potential from plants. When 
collecting Mist Petal, for example, do you grind it, dump 

it into a draught directly, or burn it to ashes and inhale the 
smoke? How can we identify which plants or plant parts might 
be edible? Are there safe and unsafe ways to ingest magical veg-
etation?

You will learn the identification of and harvesting techniques for 
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plants most commonly used in spells and potions. Students typ-
ically leave this field feeling comfortable about a variety of veg-
etation from sap to seed, from pod to petal. A must for those 
seeking a basic and yet solid understanding of Herbology!

Magical Gastronomy

T
his field of Herbology focuses on plant consumption. 
Which spices and powders will enhance a Witch’s kitchen 
brew, and which will cause a sneezing fit? If someone is 

starving, what plants might help sustain their health and energy? 
What plant-based ingredients might be consumed to coat the 
stomach of a patient suffering from Hole-In-Gut? And don’t for-
get – we must make sure that none of our mixtures taste like 
Skunk Pus.

Students of Beastology focused on nourishment and care will find 
this field of study very useful for their education. It is helpful 
to know, for example, what nectars you might legally allow your 
eventing beast to drink for an extra boost before a race, or what 
underwater weeds are favored by the pickiest magical fish breeds.

Floral Arrangements

T
hose with an eye for beauty – and sometimes those with 
a great need to control mood or setting subtly – are 
greatly benefitted by studying this field. Here students 

are taught how to create magical, artistic displays of blooms and 
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buds that possess various powers of enchantment.

Students will learn which blossoms dazzle the eye the most, 
which emit pleasing scents, and which can lull viewers into mental 
states ranging from excitement and passion to a relaxed calm. 
Certain floral arrangements do particularly well in soothing pa-
tients in infirmaries. Other bouquets, if arranged properly, may 
elicit feelings of invincibility, and thus they make terrific “good 
luck” gifts to any in need of encour-agement boosts.

Students with particularly violent pollen allergies should alert their 
professors of their conditions; charms can be deployed that will 
strain the air around their desks during demonstrations.

Construction Materials

T
his field is designed for those interested in the construc-
tion of buildings, defenses and machinery. It is a field of 
interest for Technomancers and is a favorite of Artificers. 

Students will become acquainted with various plant-based con-
struction materials by studying existing architectures.

There are various wood types with magical qualities that students 
may have previously believed are only useful in wand making; how-
ever, further study reveals that crafting items like doors, window 
shutters, arrows, gears and tables out of certain rare woods can 
create powerful effects and enhance a variety of spells. Many of 
these woods, when employed as barriers, can particularly enhance 
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impermeability spells. There are even certain plant-based oils that 
prove useful when rubbed into wood or leather items as a mois-
turizer or a lubricant.

Geo-Herbological Studies

T
his field of study acquaints students with prominent 
species that vary by continent or region. The Flaming 
Daisy, for example – known most for its deep spiritual 

abilities – only grows directly along the equator. Looking for a Jelly 
Shroom? They only sprout in dark crags deep in the Pacific Ocean. 
Both land and undersea maps will be studied in detail.

Additionally, students will learn which magical plant varieties adapt 
to travel and/or relocation, and which do not take well to the soil 
of foreign biomes. This is information pertinent to those looking 
to bring foreign species into local use. Invasive species and warn-
ings about over-spreading are similarly covered.

Magical Plants and Conflux Culture

J
ust as magical vegetation varies from region to region, so 
do the rituals tied to it. For example, the Flaming Daisy 
is used by Confluxes along the equator to honour and 

send off the souls of the dead; local Witches pluck the flowers 
just before combustion and use them to ignite the funeral pyres 
– but otherwise never, ever harvest them. Here, however, we grind 
the uncommon Daisy petals for use as the inhalant that enables 
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us to better communicate with spirits.

This field of study is useful for those seeking to travel in their 
work, for diplomats of any kind wary of offending foreign Witch-
es, and for students committed to Magical History, as well as for 
general Herbology enthusiasts.

Species Modification: Grafting and the Creation of 
New Magical Varieties

T
his field of study breaks down the magic and the science 
behind plant genetics and teaches students how best to 
combine species for benefit or profit. While most stu-

dents choose to focus on the possibility of developing new foods 
or new medicines, many have taken interest in creating unique art 
displays or useful new textiles.

The ethics behind this fusion of plant species remains deeply 
controversial. Students will learn which rules of plant breeding are 
risky to break for various reasons, and which cross-breedings are 
generally accepted.

Students are encouraged to pick a small plant to keep during 
the school year – which they can then work to transform into a 
new species by putting into practice their knowledge of grafting 
gained in class. Extra credit is awarded to participants of this 
endeavor, and the best new species unveiled at the end of the 
term will receive the renowned Frankenstein Crest.
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Longevity And Sustainability

T
his field focuses on the weaknesses of and dangers to 
most magical plant life, including threats from weather 
and climate changes, careless magic, and Mundanes as 

well as threats from destructive magical creatures. Students will 
be taught how best to avoid damage and harm to a variety of 
magical plants.

Also covered by this field are safe and sustainable methods of 
harvesting, and how to avoid waste and destruction by account-
ing for the downsides of tricky species. Multiple varieties of 
the Whipvine, for example, will hold elasticity for some years if 
harvested young enough – and thus make for wonderful nets or 
ship’s rigging – but will emit a pungent stink capable of shriveling 
less hardy plants within a five mile radius upon reaching their ex-
piration date. Students will also learn how to properly and safely 
burn, dispose of, or otherwise recycle magical plant matter when 
no other uses for it are apparent.
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Excerpt, from: 
“Introduction To Classic Herbology With 

Foreword By Gaarstyn Rorak”
By Thalia Rannuncul

Essential Thoughts To Open With

“Hanging on treetops, digging in soil, drowning in marshes looking 
for new discoveries - that’s when a witch feels most alive.”

- Gaarstyn Rorak, Herbologist, Order of Merlin’s Disciples

P
lants have always been indispensable to mankind. All the 
necessities of life - food, clothing and sources of shelter 
can be found amongst them. Nature also provides a full 

spectrum of remedies, deadly poisons and even plants which can 
store or alter magic. As some fungi absorb precious metal in their 
hyphae some other fungi, plants and tree accumulate magical en-
ergy. Energy absorbed and stored in faunas is called essentia.

Each plant can store a different amount and type of essentia. 
Essentia can be categorised in accordance with many different 
systems. The most common division is made according to its na-
ture (appearance, location and properties) and their connection 
to the elements: Fire, earth, water and air. Other popular divisions 
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work with terms like dry, cold, hot, wet and mind. In this system, 
the mind is the thing that stands above the other ones. E.g. 
Lupulus has blood cleansing properties and has a hot nature on 
the first level and a dry nature on the second. In other parts of 
the world you can encounter a different element division: water, 
metal, wood, fire and earth.

This division was very popular in the past among healers and po-
tion makers. Its basic nature makes it very easy to work with. If 
you want to make a potion that has the effect of burning some-
one, you compose your ingredients to enhance the dry and hot 
essentia and suppress cold and wet effects. If you, on the other 
hand, want to decrease your patient’s fever, you will concentrate 
on plants with cold powers to counter the hotness in the body. 
Nowadays these schemes are still used, but often a more complex 
approach is used and Arithmancy can, in some cases, be a suffi-
cient tool to get the intended equilibrium.

Collecting

T
o preserve essentia in plants it’s very important to collect 
them correctly; it isn’t simply picking the plant up. Some 
plants can be more sensitive than others. Blooming parts 

of plants are usually collected before dawn, while some roots 
should be dug out out at midnight. Some have to be collected 
according to moon phases (as for example Lunaria) or at high or 
low tide (Urginea maritima has more poisonous effect when it is 
collected at high tide). Some even require a small ritual before 
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you can touch them. Blooming specimens of the fern Dryopteris 
auris usually grow inside fairy rings but reveal themselves only after 
you have sung the right tune, touched every odd mushroom in 
the circle and performed a revealing spell.

As it is said : Before gathering plants, always gather knowledge.

You shouldn’t collect too many species at once. Always concen-
trate on one particular specimen to avoid confusion. Mistaking 
root of silver willow with roots of strangling willow has cost the 
life of many careless people, even those highly educated in the 
art of Herbology. You should always prepare for the worst. When 
collecting plants never forget to have your pair of thick gloves 
with you (great against snapping snare), a pair of garden scissors, 
a small silver sickle (for obtaining mistletoe), a ritual knife (for 
collecting tree sap and other precious liquids) and plenty of vials, 
sacks and a basket for your herbs.

Also, bear in mind that every part of the plant accumulates each 
essentia in a different way and amount. Choosing which part of 
plants you should gather could be vital.

Potentisation

E
very plant should be stored in a hot and dry place. De-
creasing the water content is vital for the right preser-
vation of essentia. Water is a catalyst for changes which 

can happen in plants even after harvesting. To conserve the 
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plant’s current state, drying should be fast but careful. Drying can 
take from a few days (in the case of petals) to a few weeks 
(roots or bark).

The use of fresh plants is possible, but not often done. In that 
case the use after collection should be immediate. It can make a 
huge difference. If you add faded Tribulus into a potion instead 
of fresh one, for example, the potion won’t have aphrodisiacal but 
rather vomit-inducing effects.

Whole plants - Herba

Herba stands for the entire plant, meaning its leaves, roots, stem, 
etc. The ideal herba should be in perfect equilibrium. That means 
that all the five elements are contained in same amount and 
strength. In real life it doesn’t work that way, of course, because 
different elements are dominant in dif- ferent kinds of plants. 
Main essentia is called essentia cardinale, other, weaker essentia 
are called essentia adjuvans. If we want to improve the amount 
of essentia in ingredients it’s better to gather parts of a plant 
than the plant as a whole.

Stem - Cauloma

This part of the plant obtains higher amounts of water or cold 
and wet essentia. Stem has the transportation function in a plant, 
through which its body’s vital liquids are transported back and 
forth.
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Leaf - Folium

Obtains higher amounts of air or hot and wet essentia. Leaves 
wave in the wind, there is just a small connection with the rest 
of the plant. Through leaves plants breathe and absorb moisture, 
and air essentia is therefore strongest here.

Blossom - Flos

Obtains higher amounts of fire or hot and dry essentia. Plants put 
great effort into blooming, generating sexual energy and preserving 
the species for yet another generation.This gives a great amount 
of power to blossoms.

Root - Rhizoma

Obtains higher amounts of earth or cold and dry essentia. For 
many plants the root is the only part that survives cold and 
difficult conditions. It’s the part which survives when everything 
else is dead.

Fruit - Fructus

Obtains higher amounts of mind essentia which contains all other 
essentia in itself. Fruit or seed is Uroboros biting its own tail. It’s 
the end and the beginning of a new cycle. In the seed everything 
is connected. It contains the spirit of new specimen; a portent 
of new life.
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History

History of Herbology is as ancient as human civilization itself. Here 
you can find a selection of fundamental writings and authors.

Papyrus Ebers

Papyrus about medicinal herbal knowledge, dated c. 1550 BC. The 
book contains nearly 700 ancient magical formulas and recipes.

Shennong Beneao Jing

Written by Shennong, a Chinese Emperor who lived around 2800 
BC. The Beneao Jing is a compilation of knowledge about agri-
culture and medicinal plants. It describes 367 medicaments and 
their effects.

Sushrutha Samhita

Written by Suhrutha who lived around the 6th century BC. The 
Charaka Samhita consists of two main texts that evolved into the 
“Ajurveda” or “life-knowledge” of ancient Hindu society. Ajurveda 
is a system of traditional hindu medicine. Sushrutha Samhita con-
tains description of many illnesses, as well as nearly 700 entries 
about medicinal plants.
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Corpus Hippocraticus

Hippocrates promoted the theory that the human body consists, 
among other things, of four humours - blood, yellow bile, black 
bile and phlegm. Each humour was connected to one element and 
two properties (for example air is connected to blood and it has 
dry and hot properties). According to this theory, any illness can 
be healed by re-balancing all body humours back to their original 
state. This could be achieved by plants associated with the miss-
ing properties. Hot illness should be cured with plants containing 
hot essentia etc. This theory is probably not his own, but more 
likely has its origins in Ancient Egypt or Mesopotamia. Greeks 
most likely only systematized this theory.

Historia Plantarum

Written by Theophrastus in c. 350 BC, it classifies plants according 
to their reproduction, localities, sizes and practical uses. It was 
one of first attempts at plant anatomy.

De Materia Medica

The book is written by the Greek Pedanius Dioscorides between 
50 and 70 AD. It contains information about close to 600 species 
of plants and other medicinal substances.
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The Canon of Medicine

The Canon of Medicine was compiled by the Persian philosopher 
Avicen-na around 1000 AD. It contains 800 “simple” substances 
on plant, mineral and animal basis. The famous Seven Rules on 
experimenting with new types of substances were mentioned in 
The Canon.

Archidoxa (also known as Archidoxes of Magic)

Philippus Aureolus Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim aka 
Paracelsus is the author of the famous quote “Dosis facit vene-
num.” which means “The dose makes the poison.” His hermetical 
view on the human body states that sickness and health are 
caused by the disharmony of microcosm and macrocosm. He was 
a man of many talents and a well known physician, alchemist, 
botanist and astrologer. The book itself contains much information 
about healing and making medicine from plants and minerals. It 
was publicated after his death in 1569 in Krakow.

Antidotarium

Shabetthai Donrolo was an Italian Hebrew physician who wrote 
about medicine and astrology. This is his treatise about the most 
common antidotes and poisons. It was written around the year 
980 AD.
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On practical lessons

Herbology is a subject that can’t be learned just by reading books. 
Herbology must be learned through all senses. The true herbologist 
can recognize each plant by smell, touch of their leaves or specif-
ic taste and on the other side knows which plant could poison 
dozens of people with one blossom. Studying herbaria is highly 
recommended but to become a true expert in this field, you must 
go far away from your study room and beyond your comforts. 
Always remember: True knowledge must be lived.
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Magical Defence

I
n Magical Defence, students learn how to defend against 
magical attacks, sharpening their skills in magic duels. The 
idea is to train in a safe environment, but often the word 

“safe” is put in quotation marks for these classes.

Magic gives even a poorly trained Witch an incredible amount 
of power and agency over the world around them, and what a 
skilled Witch can accomplish with magic is truly staggering. Un-
fortunately there is no guarantee that all Witches will use their 
abilities ethically, and a Witch with ill-intent has a terrifying level 
of destructive and coercive potential. It is a sad fact that there 
is little in the world more dangerous to a Witch then another 
Witch, to say nothing of the variety of other potentially harmful 
flora, fauna and magical phenomena that a Witch might encounter.

A typical Magical defence class will have students facing off 
against each other in duels to simulate a wily and determined 
magical foe. A Professor wanting to change things up might invite 
students to dodge or deflect the powerful attacks of a (mostly) 
tame magical creature of some sort. If a teacher wished to pre-
pare their students for more subtle magical attacks, they might 
teach students how to be vigilant for signs of psychic tampering. 
A Professor who understands that the best defence is a good 
offence might even grant the wish of quite a few of the students 
and actually teach them offensive spells to incapacitate or hurt 
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dangerous threats.
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Magical Defence: Fields of Study

M
agical Defence can, without a doubt, be the most im-
portant subject to learn at a higher level, given the vital 
nature of survival. Everyone will sooner or later encoun-

ter situations they did not ask for and with that, many dangers 
can and will present themselves. It is only natural and in some 
cases even crucial for your safety to familiarise yourself with the 
different fields of study in Magical Defence if you are to be a 
successful Witch.

In the following texts we have listed the most common fields 
of study in the very broad subject that is Magical Defence. You 
can read about ways of spellcasting, both offensive and defensive, 
duels, the dangers of our world and a few theoretical approach-
es. To master these fields takes time and practice, and like most 
subjects, making sense of Magical Defence demands great deals of 
patience and composure. Although a primary subject to none of 
our paths it should be considered crucial to all.

Body control: Posture, stances and “mind over 
matter”

A 
Witch should not even think about casting spells without 
first considering proper body control. The Witch’s spells 
are only as powerful as their control over their own mind 

and body and the importance of first mastering this can often be 
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a question of life and death.

First and foremost, the Witch needs to learn how to focus. 
Thoughts, worries and strong feelings do indeed influence the 
outcome of most spells and if one is to utilize one’s full potential, 
one needs to let go of these things. Clear your head, either by 
practicing short time meditation or a cognitive behavioral meth-
od. Next, the Witch needs to learn how to master the proper 
stances and postures that make spellcasting far less troublesome. 
A relaxed body is absolutely necessary. Loose limbs and bent knees 
all add to a successful outcome. Many teachers prefer to coop-
erate with Physical Education in this particular field. Arithmancy 
and Magical Defence is another popular pairing when the ideal is 
precision and calibration.

Be proficient in these things and your spellcasting will soon be 
that of a professional.

Defensive spells: Wording and timing

D
efensive spells and knowledge on how and when to use 
them make up the backbone of the subject. Without 
mastering some basic protections spells a Witch won’t last 

long in a dangerous context.
 
Here, the pronunciation and wording is key. There are several dif-
ferent schools of thoughts on how to pronounce and utter the 
proper words for each spell, and there are many different ver-
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sions of popular and common spells that change the meaning and 
purpose of the spell entirely. A Witch needs to be able to learn 
and master different diphthongs and how to use syllables in the 
correct manner in order to cast a successful spell. Misfire - or in 
some cases even a dangerous backfire - often comes from a spell 
wording shouted slightly off key.

Casting defensive or deflecting spells are also a matter of timing 
and focus. Naturally, a Witch uses her wand as a focus for her 
innate power. This focus, aided by the wand, helps the caster to 
deflect harmful spells in different directions, depending on the 
timing and, again, wording. If the timing is mastered, a deflective 
spell can even be cast back onto the offensive caster, often re-
sulting in a surprising advantage. All of these things go very well 
with the Arithmancy subject in cross-subject classes.

Offensive spellcasting: What to expect

T
he first rule of proper magical defence is knowing what 
you have to defend yourself against. This field of study 
covers the most common offensive spells and how to 

cast them with ease. First and foremost, a Witch needs to learn 
the particular spells and the theory behind some of them, then 
practice them in a controlled environment.

Like casting defensive spells, wording, pronunciation and timing is 
key. However, the mindset when casting an offensive spell should 
be somewhat different. A clear and focused mind is absolutely 
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crucial. You won’t find yourself successfully casting offensive spells 
if you let your feelings govern your hand and mind. A clear mind 
is as important as a properly functioning wand, sometimes even 
more so. Some fields of study in the Mind Magic subject make 
for good use in this field, helping you to focus. Likewise, Physical 
Education can lend you that edge that is often needed.

Static Magical Defence: Warding, runes and curses

T
his study is often based on protecting places or things 
rather than people. However, static magic defence can 
also easily be turned to augmentation of some of the 

properties of the spellcaster themselves, which often makes this 
practice important to learn for anyone who needs to watch out 
for sudden dangers, such as Combat Guardians or Archeologist 
Curse-Breakers. Time to prepare can make all the difference in a 
tough situation. Defensive spells can be solidified into runes, wards 
or objects and sometimes even into greater warding circles or 
power lines. Creating lasting effects with the help of a rune or a 
ward can prolong or even enhance the spells’ effects.

This field of study is often combined with the practice of Runic 
Magic. Combined, these two subjects make for a good and solid 
ground for any Guardian interested in making the best use of 
their defensive spellcasting. The field moves into areas that Tech-
nomancy also covers, especially the older fields of Technomancy 
that remain from the days when it was known as Enchantment. 
There is also a significant overlap with Ritual Magic in some of 
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the more powerful examples of this particular field.

Duels: What to do and what not to do

D
uels make for a great hands-on and practical approach to 
the Magical Defense subject and are, in a way, the back-
bone to the pragmatic side of the subject. All Witches 

will at some point take part in a duel, be it in a controlled sit-
uation or out in the field.

Duels are a confined way of settling disputes, compare strengths 
or, most often, a way to practice spell casting and spell combat 
within a safe environment. Mostly, duels occur between two 
Witches and deep traditions as well as taboos forbid anyone to 
interfere with a planned duel. In many Confluxes this latter point 
is even law. Duels can, however, happen between more than two 
people, especially in a learning situation. Matching power levels by 
adding participants on either side of a duel is sometimes necessary 
in a school situation where students’ innate magical abilities vary.

This field of study also covers both the Witch sport of duelling 
and the etiquette of duels. Learnings the ethics and morals and 
honoring a duel is as important as the duel itself. The proper 
etiquette of duels goes hundreds of years back, and in this regard 
the field overlaps very well with the subject of Magical History.
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Wandless spellcasting: Finding focus

M
any Witches often falsely believe that their innate mag-
ical power stems from their ability to wield a wand. Of 
course, the wand is a very powerful tool and an impor-

tant focus of a Witch’s magical abilities. However, a Witch with-
out a wand can still wield a great deal of spells, both offensive 
and defensive.

This field of study covers the ability and training of wandless 
spellcasting. Casting without the natural focus of the wand, a 
Witch will need to find a new way to focus her energy. Most 
young Witches find it easier to use other objects as replacements, 
but as soon as this field of study is mastered, the Witch will be 
able to use her mind to focus, for example by using situations in 
her past that meant something to her.

The natural continuation of this subject is the physical aspect 
of wandless combat, often combined with the Physical Education 
subject. There’s nothing quite like a good punch - even if it is 
generally frowned upon in most non-life-threatening examples of 
magical combat. Additionally, for quite a few rituals and invoca-
tions the wand is largely superfluous, making this field a natural 
fit for the subjects of Ritual Magic and Invocation.
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Common dangers: Why Magical Defence?

T
he greatest danger a Witch will be pitted against in the 
magical world is without a doubt other Witches. How-
ever, there are naturally other things to be wary of and 

careful about. Learning what you might face in your future is 
crucial in a proper Magical Defense education. This field of study 
goes through the most common dangers in the European Con-
fluxes. Here, a Witch will learn about flora and fauna and how to 
deal with specific beasts in specific situations.

Another, far less commonly taught part of this field of study, is 
the the teachings of forbidden and dark spells and their effects. 
Most teachers avoid this field, but a few tend to at least nudge 
it to prepare students for every possible situation.

A good way of extending this knowledge is to combine it with 
the Beastology, Herbology and Alchemy subjects. The study of 
darker and forbidden teachings generally veer into some Arithman-
tic and Invocationist theories, since Chronomancy technically lies 
within the Arithmancy subject while Necromancy and Demonolo-
gy are considered Bound sub-branches of Invocation.
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Resisting mind magic: Find your inner defence

N
ot all offensive spells take the form of a visible power 
attack. Many spells stem from the mind of the caster, at-
tacking the mind of the victim. These attacks are some-

times very hard to defend against, but being aware that they do 
exist will help a Witch a great deal. This field of study trains the 
Witch on how to enforce her mind, to find focal points to close 
her psyche from anyone trying to invade it. Many consider this 
the hardest part of the Magical Defence subject and few master 
it in their school years, as it usually takes years of experience to 
really be able to build up a proper mind defence.

Classes in the Mind Magic subject often covers these things more 
thoroughly, so collaboration here is very natural. Perhaps surprising 
to some, a thorough study of Physical Education and Arithmancy 
will often help out with defence against Mind Magic - the former 
in exploiting the strong correlation between the mind and body 
and the latter in allowing for thorough analytical closing-off of 
sympathetic weak points. Less surprisingly, Runic Magic also has 
quite a bit to teach about defending against the Mind Magic of 
hostile forces. 
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Excerpt, from: 
“Magical Defense: An Introduction For 
The Teaching Of That Essential Disci-

pline”
By M. Dubois, Professor of Magical Defense

Musings Of An Expert On The Subject

W
hen the subject of magical defense comes up, it’s always 
nice to dwell a bit on the topic itself. What does it 
really mean? Keeping yourself safe, sure, but from what? 

The idea of this being a matter of self-defense is a comforting 
one, but as pursuers of esoteric knowledge, we will often willingly 
place ourselves in risky situations.

While it may be considered poor form by some to add a smidgen 
of ethics into an instructive essay such as this, I would never-
theless give a few words of warning: There is a slippery slope 
between Prometheus bravely snatching the fire of the Gods for 
the betterment of mankind and being a larcenous mountebank 
wanting to steal the work of others. Many a warlock or witch 
may feel themselves entitled to the fruits brought forth by the 
labours of others. There is a parable concerning a fish and an even 
bigger one. Anyone whose knowledge it makes sense to covet 
could conceivably have quite dreadful countermeasures in place.
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Please, have a goal other than “the pursuit of power”. Of course 
it’s good to be high and mighty and able to slap people around 
with your telekinesis, but if that is the height of your ambition, 
you rather deserve to be turned into something amphibious. His-
tory is specked with those who have worked hard for power, 
with nothing more clever to use it for than your run-of-the-mill 
adolescent bully. The same goes for eternal life. If knowledge for 
its own sake isn’t central to your goals, you’re probably an idiot.

There was a guy who went through all of the trouble of sum-
moning President Haagenti, ruler of thirty-three legions of demons. 
Did it all well, but didn’t really have a plan. He ended up selling 
his soul for a rather un-specified favour, and in return, Haagenti 
did his special trick: He turned a bunch of wine into water. Don’t 
be that guy.

Planning

Y
ou would think it goes without saying, but the folly of 
youth is one of the constant factors of the universe. A 
stitch in time saves nine in your ass for when you get it 

torn open by a faceless entity from Qlippoth. Not giving anyone 
cause to do you harm would be a good start, but given the 
nature of occultists, that may be nearly impossible. Think things 
through - in the game of magic, wits and guile can in fact beat 
brute force.
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Dispose of your nails and hairclippings. Don’t leave snot rags 
around. What the Mundanes call DNA is a direct connection to 
your heart and soul, and leaves you as vulnerable as a babe in the 
woods. Don’t give out your true name, either. (Don’t worry too 
much about the last one: you probably don’t know it).

Defense

T
he heart of our subject. There are as many forms of 
defensive techniques as there are poor metaphors. In this 
introductory text, I shall cover some of the basics. What, 

however, do we defend against?

• Physical trauma (both effectuated by sorcery - for instance 
incantations of fire, and by more Mundane means)

• Mental Trauma (Mind magic).
• Spiritual Trauma (Luckily the rarer of the three).

In addition, few sorcerers do not cultivate privacy. An efficient 
divination counter-measure may save the need for protection 
against the former three.
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The Basics

Circles and sigils

T
he bread and butter of defense. A well-prepared circle 
of protection requires far less power, and is a lot more 
trustworthy, than a spontaneous incantation. Of course, 

knowing which symbols to utilize is alpha and omega. The road to 
hell is paved with good intentions and the faces of students who 
didn’t know how to draw the Third Pentacle of Jupiter properly. 
In other words: Pay attention in Ritual and Runic Magic. Any good 
plan is probably better performed from inside a protective circle 
(or other geometric form, as the situation demands).

Amulets

A
rtificers take note: These are, as you know, the easiest 
protective items to make. That they are less lasting and 
potent than counterparts should not dissuade the en-

terprising student from using them to practice (the lazy student 
might want to whip up a couple the night before their exams 
too). The relative swiftness with which one may be created also 
makes them excellent for one-off protection ploys.

To simplify, amulets consist of three basic components: string, 
stone and symbol.
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The string is whatever holds it. A cord, a string, leather or a chain.

The stone is the pendant itself - that which is attached to the 
string. Of course it doesn’t have to be a stone, but the old mas-
ters loved alliteration. 

The symbol is, of course, whatever you have inscribed onto it - 
from a single sigil to a complicated seal.

Sympathetic magic and symbology is important here. What you 
carve into the amulet is only part of it. The materials themselves 
have quite a bit to say. If you want something to protect you 
from unicorns, having a bit of unicorn hair - or enough for the 
Cord - is best of all. Of course, if you need that kind of amulet 
you may have to reconsider some of your life choices.
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Excerpt from: 
“Magical Defence; Advanced Techniques 
For The Teaching Of That Essential 

Discipline”
By M. Dubois, Professor of Magical Defense.

More Musings Of An Expert On The Subject

In this text we shall deal with two main topics: The art of magi-
cal escape, and the art of magical combat - as well as alternatives 
to this. Lastly, I will briefly cover three topics beginning with ‘S’: 
Sanctums, Sympathy, and Simulacra.

The art of running

W
hether already engaged in combat, suddenly finding one-
self in an aether-storm, or surprised by a Rusalka, ab-
sconding is a strategy every Witch should have several 

alternatives for. When this topic comes up, students invariably 
mention teleportation first. That’s usually a less than ideal solution. 
Even with an anchor it can be risky - without it, you might well 
end up with your eyelids in Antarctica, your body on the moon, 
and the rest of you in the Pacific. Here are three spells better 
suited for a quick getaway. Which one to choose depends on the 
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situation and your individual talents. Also remember that these 
are advanced techniques, and are quite likely to have side effects 
for the student caster.

Confusio - As the charm’s name indicates, this causes a terrible 
confusion to grip the situation you’re in. Confused people are 
not necessarily less dangerous however, so it might be best to slip 
away as soon as possible. Can also work great at parties.

Invisibilis Singulis - A mind charm rather than actual invisibility - 
this Charm makes the caster invisible to the subject(s) of the 
Charm. This can be very embarrassing if the caster mistakenly 
believes it has succeeded and does a silly mocking dance towards 
the subject.

Aegis Abscondio - Creates a quite potent magical shield, which 
also pushes you forward. In other words: this is an excellent spell 
for running away really fast from whatever threatens you. While 
not very dignified, it can be quite efficient.

The art of fighting

T
his is usually where all the Guardian students skip to. 
That’s why we’re going to start with a long list of things 
you can do instead of fighting. Don’t skip again now, 

Guardians; this is likely to be useful.

The purpose of a magical fight is central to avoiding it. There 
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may be other ways to resolve differences, other ways to reach a 
goal, and most of these hold less risk of being turned into stone 
because you underestimated an old witch selling lemons under 
a bridge. There is a reason why the greatest wizards used their 
heads before their wands. Maybe a trade can be possible if what 
you seek is physical? If a contest is necessary, a game of riddles 
might be wiser than the alternative - or a game of chance if 
you are so inclined. If you want to put someone in their place 
but don’t want to risk a feud or other nasty consequences later, 
something other than hands-on fireball action may be advisable - 
just ask poor Beowulf. And surrendering can sometimes be better 
than going out with a bang

... Especially if someone cares about you, in which case the alter-
native can be downright egotistical.

Practical hints for duels and brawls

I 
know at least one Guardian student skipped to this 
heading. Very well. Read the rest later.

There’s no clear division between a duel and a brawl. The former 
extreme is a duel between two Witches, under clear rules, abided 
by both. The opposite is an all-out, anything goes, fight to the 
death (or worse). Of course, some duels are fought for very seri-
ous matters, and others find it recreative to hurl boulders at each 
other. To each their own. Either way, here are some suggestions 
that should prove useful in both instances.
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Don’t get too clever...

...unless it’s all fun and games. That nice hex you made up may 
be less efficient than you hope when used against a tried and 
true defense. Improvising and fumbling an attack or defense is 
potentially disastrous. Trying a gambit you learned last night, you 
may just screw up the incantation. Again, if it’s a practice match, 
you should do everything I advised against above - it’s a good 
way to get better. In a serious contest or a dangerous situation 
however, they could prove your undoing. Chefs and musicians do 
not improvise until they have mastered the basics. Neither should 
those who exert control over the very fabric of the universe 
(that would be us, kids).

Prepare...

... and preparing a list of which attacks and defenses you want 
to use may seem like something a novice would do. As a student 
however, that is exactly what you are compared to many of the 
dangers lurking out there. Having a clear plan means less chance 
of your tongue tripping you up.

Allow yourself to concede...

...unless you’re fighting a stone cold killer, giving up may at least 
let you keep your life. Know when to utilize the better part of 
valour.
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Sanctums

A sanctum is a Witch’s most private safe space. As students 
you’ve yet to be encouraged to set one up - there will be plenty 
of time for that. Note however, that a sanctum sanctorum is a 
sorcerous fortress that is highly difficult to breach with the spon-
taneous incantations, we mostly practice in Magical Defense. Even 
a middling Witch’s defenses are impervious to most swift assaults. 
Thus, in prolonged conflicts between our kind, it is not rare that 
each of the combatants hole up in their sanctums, trusting cat-
spaws and distant magic. To breach someone’s Sanctum, you will 
usually need to utilize Sympathetic Magic.

Sympathy (Sympathetic Magic)

Mostly a matter to pester the Rituals Professor about. Of course, 
you know Sympathetic Magic refers to the connection between 
a part of something and the whole. As noted in my basic text 
for instance, parts of a Witches body may prove a measure of 
power over the individual. This is usually incorporated in a ritual. 
Options may be creating an Artifact incorporating such an ele-
ment (a voodoo doll), or making a unique spell. A particular form 
of Defense relying on Sympathy are Simulacra.
 

Simulacra

A form of magical decoy. The creator of a Simulacrum ties an 
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item or creature to themselves, meaning there is a chance that 
any magic attempting to target them from afar (most likely 
through sympathetic magic also) instead affects the Simulacrum. 
The closer the tie, the more chance that the decoy takes the hit.

It is theoretically possible to turn another human into a Simula-
crum - this is more efficient the closer the bond: Both of blood, 
astrology, looks and so forth. It is possible to do so to a subject 
without their consent - this is both unethical, and, in most Con-
flux Law, illegal. An interesting occurrence may happen with twins, 
one acting as a Natural Simulacrum for the other. Little study 
has been done on the field, although Fortune’s Gemini from 1923 
is well worth a read.

Lastly, a reminder to anyone considering creating one of these: It 
is basically the creation of a strong Sympathetic bond - meaning 
if an enemy gets a hold of them, they can be utilized quite 
efficiently against you. If the Simulacrum is a bitter person you 
turned into one without their consent, the consequences could 
be grave indeed.
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Excerpt From: “Popular Spells For As-
piring Witches: Magic Through Mille-

nia”
By Eugenia R. Hexler

A Summary Of Common Spells

S
pellcasting in the modern world can be summed up as 
a combination of the Witch’s willpower, a specific move-
ment of their wand, and a proper incantation. Depending 

one’s culture, these combinations may be different while provid-ing 
similar effects. The contemporary civilized world firmly relies on 
ancient traditions, which is why the spells used by the Witches 
are based on ancient formulas and languages.There are two sets 
of basic charms that are widely recognizable and used throughout 
the world, regardless of culture and the dom-inant language. The 
first group is the so-called The Core Ten. It is rare to meet a 
Witch who does not know at least some of those, even though 
numerous alternatives to each of these spells exist, some offering 
more satisfying results than the basic ones.
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The Core Ten

Exarmo – disarm
Repugno – repel an attack
Defendere – protect/shield
Silencium – silence
Tormento – cause immense pain
Amitto Memoriam – erase from memory/alter memories
Vocare [name of the object] – summon an object via telekinesis
Terminare – dispel (magic)
Inhibio – stop, bind, immobilise
Ordere – command, take control over someone

[...]

The other famous set of charms is known by the name of The 
Seven Stalwarts. These are seven powerful charms, four defensive 
and three offensive,particularly useful in combat.

The Seven Stalwarts

Defensive Incantations

Aegis Corporis – guards the Witch against physically harmful at-
tacks Aegis Medeis - summons a shield against offensive charms
Murus Magus – conjures a magical wall between the spellcaster 
and their assailant 
Cantio Deflecto – deflects a charm which was meant for the 
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caster back at its originator. It is a more powerful form of the 
basic Repugno charm and it requires the caster to be focused and 
in control of their emotions. It is not recommended for novices.

Offensive Incantations

Sagitta Zeus - evokes an unseen arrow. Upon impact it gives the 
target the sensation of being struck by lightning.
Pulso Vis - telekinesis which creates a powerful physical strike 
towards its target.
Capitis Dolor - inflicts a splitting headache on the target.

Naturally, the above mentioned descriptions tell us about an ideal 
scenario in which the charm has the desired effect. However, that 
is not always the case. It is quite difficult to perform a perfect 
combination of the wand movement and the incantation while 
using the willpower to focus solely on the charm in question. Due 
to distractions, or simply due to the multidirectional nature of 
human thoughts, spells may go awry and their result may not be 
consistent with the Witches intentions. It mainly happens in the 
case of offensive spells, cast in the heat of a battle. Due to a 
high level of stress and emotions which may deprive the Witch of 
a desired clarity of mind, the charms are known to vary in their 
effects; sometimes they end up being too powerful, sometimes 
too weak, and sometimes their effects are completely different 
from the intended ones.
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Magical History

E
ducated minds often express that it’s impossible to know 
where we are going until we know where we have been. 
Bothwell agrees with this sentiment, and thus have been 

born the fields of Magical History you see below. Magical History 
focuses not just in the past, but the impacts that has had in the 
present and will do in the future. Thus, Magical History encom-
passes much of sociology, theology, economics, geography, politics, 
law and the arts in the magical world.

The world is vast, and so is time. Bothwell has done its best to 
select a variety of fields designed to include as much scope and 
range of topic as possible, and to serve students of every path 
— although this list is not inclusive of every field in existence.

Whether you seek to supplement your learning in another subject 
or your interest in Magical History stems from a personal curiosity 
or interest, it is likely you will discover something worth your time 
that will expand your repertoire. The law, politics and economics 
fields are mandatory for those seeking to become Guardians.

A final note we feel we need to include: Please do not ask pro-
fessors if they will allow dabbling with Chronomancy for the sake 
of study. No Bound Art will be taught at Bothwell. With the 
exception of Daemonology of course.
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Magical History: Fields of Study

The History of Bothwell

T
his is an introductory course designed for students who 
wish to get acquainted with Bothwell. Bothwell’s founding 
history is steeped in bravery, determination, and intrigue. 

In this field, students will learn how Bothwell came to be and ex-
plore the ways the houses and house traditions have changed over 
the years. Who was Frances Stuart, and how did he help shape 
Bothwell? What are the backstories behind the four shape-shifters 
the Bothwell houses are named after?

Students will also learn the parallels between Mundane history 
and Bothwell’s history, as the two are surprisingly intertwined. 
During the reign of Charles I, for example, a number of Witches 
fought as “cavaliers” on the side of the crown. The ability to 
stand where they stood and see what they saw is what makes 
this particular field boundlessly exciting for the prospective Witch.

Magical Historiography

F
or as long as Witches have known how to record their 
thoughts in writing, there are those who have collected 
and preserved those writings for our benefit. What are 

some of the most revered ancient magical texts, and what do 
they reveal? Are these texts still applicable today? How did the 
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Runic Codex come to be, and what are some popular theories 
about the status of its missing volume? Why should Witches care 
about the written word at all?

This field requires heavy reading. By term end, students will have 
explored and examined a plethora of magical writings, as well 
as learned the practical aspects of historiography. How can one 
date a scroll or a letter by examining the paper or the ink used 
to create it, for example? What can handwriting tell us about 
a writer’s abilities and background? Is there an effective way to 
prevent ancient texts from fading or otherwise deteriorating? 
How does the political and cultural circumstances of the author 
influence the text?

European Witch Law and its Origins

A 
highly difficult and complex subject dealing with the com-
monalities and differences in law throughout the Europe-
an Confluxes. This field will see students through a series 

of case studies in law across different Confluxes and how they 
came to be as well as a contemporary analysis on the usefulness 
and applicability of those laws. It studies the histories of these 
laws, how they came to be and whether they should become 
more common across the Confluxes; for example, the controversial 
matter of Werewolf executions. Of course, this field also covers 
The Traditions and the Guardian Order and scrutinises them on 
their effectiveness and weaknesses.
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Furthermore, the course deals with the magical aspects of law, 
such as magically bound contracts and runic tagging. What hap-
pens if a magically sealed contract in broken and the result is 
illegal? How do fugitives clear their name by hopping Conflux? 
How does the magical world combat the intrusive nature of Iron 
Letters? 

Historical Perspectives on Blood Purity

T
he issue of magical blood versus Mundane blood has arisen 
countless times and had great impact on history. Students 
in this field will trace the debate of bloody purity back-

ward, through a host of blood lines to its roots, whereafter they 
will discover the origin of this controversial topic.

What are the most convincing arguments for or against maintain-
ing blood purity that have been used in eras past? What laws 
or taboos have been upheld through time, and how have these 
affected or led to the revolutions we’ve seen across the Con-
fluxes? How has the last decade changed the world’s perspective 
on blood purity?

This course has been designed to present facts, and while open 
debates and discussions may occur if the professor wills it, Both-
well urges students to uphold both delicacy and open mindedness 
during these discussions for the sake of avoiding insult to parties 
both pureblood and otherwise.
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An Introduction to the European Confluxes

A
s there are literally thousands of Confluxes, this field 
gives students an overview of the confluxes as they ex-
ist today and the historical context on how they came 

to be. This field deals with the necessity for the formation of 
Confluxes and covers the many wars that shaped the European 
magical community into how it functions today. It deals with the 
societal and cultural differences early in their formation and how 
they were able to come together to write the rules that apply 
to all Confluxes in order to avoid great catastrophe.

It also covers the influence of the global magical community on 
Europe and how that has shaped cultures and knowledge as well 
as the ripples caused by mundane intervention. Such topics in-
clude but are not limited to:

• The spread of Arithmancy by Greco-Roman ‘Oracles’ and 
‘Prophets’ who followed the mundane legions through Europe

• The knowledge carried by witchdoctors brought to Europe 
through the slave trade

• The damnation of witchcraft by the Christian church and the 
resulting separation of magic and the mundane

• Effects of the Hun invasions on magical lore
• Mass emigration to the “New-World” in the hopes of founding 

a new society for witches
• Modern international politics and the differences between 

Europe and the rest of the world.
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Sentient Non-Humans Throughout History

S
tudents of Beastology may find this field complements 
their learning. Vampires, lycanthropes, and hobgoblins are 
a few of the common sentient non-human species that 

have greatly affected the course of history. This field briefly 
explores the origin of each species, then delves into how each 
species has found either its convenient niche or its allowed pa-
rameters of existence in the magical realm. Finally, this field covers 
notable instances in which these creatures and the laws regarding 
them have instigated revolutions and changes throughout the 
British Confluxes.

Certain professors may choose to teach this field in partnership 
with sentient non-humans qualified in or otherwise knowledgeable 
about relevant subject matter. After all, at Bothwell we believe 
there is great knowledge to be gained in exploring history through 
the perspective of those we seek to learn about.

Politics: A History

W
hy are confluxes run so differently? Is it always effective? 
Do Old-bloods still have too much power and influence? 
How does Law Enforcement deal with boundary issues?

Politics is a quagmire of administrative efficiency versus desire and 
ambition. Students will learn about the different forms of govern-
ment for various confluxes and many lectures feature prominent 
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political figures, past and present, from Kings to councillors, to 
talk about how their conflux is run and the history behind it all. 
The field of study aims to bring some clarity to the murky waters 
of Witch politics and should be of interest to all. 

Historical Perspectives on the Bound Arts

W
hat are the Traditions, and how do they affect the prac-
tice of the Bound Arts? Who put them into effect, and 
how have they changed the way Witches learn about — 

and learn to combat — the darker side of magic?

History has seen multiple changes in perspective and perception 
when it comes to Demonology, Necromancy, and Chronomancy. 
How have the Bound Arts affected our laws, our safety, and our 
knowledge of evil and darkness across time? Which famous Witch-
es do we have to thank for pioneering these bone-chilling, perilous 
realms? Students of both Demonology and Magical Defence may 
take particular interest in this field of study.

Bothwell would like to advise all students that classes may contain 
exposure to violent, frightening, or otherwise disconcerting subject 
matter. This is due to the nature of the Bound Arts themselves, 
as well as to our school’s belief that sugar-coating the truth fully 
educates no one — so please come prepared to take darkness 
in stride. And take heart, for part of this course explores the 
sometimes bloody and unsavory history of the Guardian Order. 
Students strong enough to survive the heavily rated content in 
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this field may find they are primed to pursue careers as Bound 
Guardians.

Ancient Magic

A
ncient Magic deals with some of those burning questions 
harboured by many Witches. How did witches come to 
be? Is the “gift” evolutionary or imbued in all humans? 

How did witches even survive before the existence of Confluxes 
or the Traditions? 

It covers the research done to discover the origins of magic as 
well a timeline of ancient cultures and what magic meant for 
them. It takes a Eurocentric view on early civilisations through to 
Mesopotamia, the magic of the Egyptians, the Byzantine Empire 
and finishing around the decline of the Roman Empire in Europe. 
The period covered is all pre-Conflux history and deals with early 
Witches when there was less cause to hide from the mundane 
world. Prominent figures in mundane history were confirmed or 
suspected Witches, such as Pythagoras and the High-Priest Imho-
tep.  As such, a good grounding in early mundane history is useful, 
as the two are intertwined. 

It also has a heavy practical element, encouraging students to 
recreate some ancient and primitive forms of magic. This field 
is particularly useful for those interested in the study of Runic 
Magic as before the modern wand, runes were some of the most 
powerful forms of witchcraft. Many of the accounts Ancient 
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Magic draws upon are based upon the field research of those 
who’ve practiced chronomancy. Rather than encourage the Bound 
Art, it is a good lesson in its inherent dangers and pitfalls. 
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Runic Magic

I
n Runic Magic, students learn to use and interpret runes 
and other magical symbols to produce a variety of differ-
ent magical effects. Despite the specificity of its name, 

the study of Runic Magic also encompasses sigils, seals, hieroglyphs, 
a broad variety of other magical alphabets, and is essential for any 
sort of comprehensive magical literacy.

Sometimes dismissed as a workaday tool for crude soothsaying 
or imbuing physical objects with persistent magical effects, Runic 
Magic is an art as graceful as calligraphy and as powerful as the 
written word. It allows skilled practitioners to compose spells 
and enchantments with preservable corporeal symbols instead of 
ephemeral spoken words. Runic Magic is essential for any sort 
of complex ritual practice, allowing effects and clauses of rituals 
to be preserved and sustained by permanent or semi-permanent 
symbols, without which a ritual might require a veritable choir of 
Witches to engage in gruelling marathon incantations.

A typical Runic Magic class might teach lower-year students the 
basics of enchanting an object with simple, single word magical 
inscriptions while upper-year students might tackle enchantments 
involving more advanced composition and grammar. Many Profes-
sors like to stick to the classics, inviting students to interpret 
the meaning of runes and other such symbols. A worldly Professor 
might lead the class in a comparative study of magical symbolo-
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gies from around the world. A Professor looking to challenge their 
students might ask them to prepare, test and defend a thesis 
on methods for identifying the specific effect of a cursed text 
without accidentally reading it and becoming cursed. A sadistic 
Professor would make it a group project.
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Runic Magic: Fields of Study

C
ategorizing and organizing the teachings of Runic Magic 
is as challenging as the subject itself for Runic Magic is 
as diverse as it is ancient. The most well preserved and 

revealed secrets of the Old World have indeed been associated 
with this most archaic and wondrous subject. There isn’t one 
culture that has not in some way delved into the power and 
mysteries that lay hidden behind the runes, glyphs and sigils of the 
world. Because of this there are few subjects that have so many 
different fields of study.

Not only is this study old and challenging it is also in a constant 
flux of change and use. Witches of nearly every field and profes-
sion use runes in some aspect of their work, making magical runes 
one of the most commonly practiced fields of magic in existence.

Here at Bothwell School of Witchcraft we have focused on fields 
of studies based on different practical usages of this ancient art. 
Although it is used by many, Runic Magic is truly only mastered 
by few. As one of the primary subjects of the Curse Breaker path 
the curriculum is specifically designed to prepare them for what-
ever challenges they will come to face after leaving our college. 
This does not mean however that the lessons taught here will not 
be beneficial for other students.
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Runes in Practice: From basic to advanced

M
ost that pass through the honoured gates of Bothwell 
has at their previous place of learning already grasped the 
absolute basics when it comes to Runic Magic. Here you 

will gain a deeper understanding, both theoretical and practical 
when it comes to using runes. You will practice and learn both 
basic and advanced runes as well as understand the basic mech-
anisms behind Runic Magic.

You will be educated in various runic alphabets and learn to 
translate and write texts using these magical methods - those are 
the skills that are fundamental for further studies and advanced 
magical knowledge. At Bothwell you as a student will master 
the varied and different methods of empowering the carved and 
written runes with imbued power, be it in the classroom or out 
in the field.

Offensive runes: Using Runic Magic as a weapon

W
hile usually not as readily accessible or as versatile as the 
wand there has been many times when a well prepared 
offensive rune has meant survival for Witch in the field. 

During these lessons you as a student will learn the risks associat-
ed with this dangerous field of study and how to use your runic 
skills to be able to go on the aggressive, if need arises.

Offensive runes include both wards meant to cause harm but 
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also the theory and practice of creating runic projectiles and 
storing offensive spells in objects other than your wand. Although 
difficult to master it is a lesson that many Curse Breaker and 
Guardian students in particular will find useful and crucial for 
their future work.

Runebreaking: How to break and defuse traps and 
wards

L
ong forgotten spells and obscure knowledges are still being 
discovered by Curse Breakers and Hex-Archaeologist all 
over the Old World. Be it uncovering ancient secrets laid 

forgotten in warded tombs or defusing and dispelling archaic and 
dangerous artifacts, it is done through the art of Runebreaking. 
This field of study explores, among other things, the multitudes 
of traps and wards used by Witches throughout history.

Seen as some of the more dangerous and practical lessons, these 
classes require the students to delve into copious amounts of 
ancient lore and also research the adventures and experiences of 
Curse Breakers and Artificers of old.

Wards and Circles: Using runes for protection

F
ew things have defined the view on Runic Magic as much 
as wards, sigils and protective circles. Be it for Invoca-
tion, house protection, or containment, the runes are 
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the foundation for this varied and useful purpose. While studying 
wards and other runic-based protections the student will inti-
mately learn the many uses and differences between them.

But runic circles are much more than protection, as one of the 
most common ways of travel for the skilled Witch is through 
Runic Bridges, something that cannot be achieved without knowl-
edge of the proper sigils and circles. The creation and theory 
behind Runic Bridges overlaps somewhat with studies of Ritual 
Magic, Invocation, Arithmancy, and Technomancy.
 

Safety and Dangers: Common mistakes and innate 
dangers

T
his fundamental and crucial part of Runic Magic covers 
the dangers associated with this most ancient of arts. 
As your knowledge grows you will understand the impor-

tance of correct preparation and materials, as well as the history 
behind some of the more dangerous and unstable aspects of the 
field.

Runic Magic is one of the oldest magical disciplines and it is 
filled with barely understood dangers that have killed many as-
piring Witches throughout the centuries. Be it the careless uses 
of magical tattoos or an incomplete warding, the results have 
always been disastrous. These lessons and more are all part of the 
Bothwell curriculum and the college alumni that listens to these 
classes will not leave Bothwell unprepared.
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Culture and History: Different runic alphabets 
through the ages

T
here has been hundreds of different runic alphabets used 
by the many cultures of the Old World and each and 
every one of them has contributed their own power and 

influence in their own way. But regardless if the runes are drawn 
by blood or in stone, in ancient hieroglyphes or nordic runes they 
still hold power.

As you study the cultures and history behind this myriad of 
power you will increase your knowledge and indeed your own 
power. To fully grasp this enormous under-taking you will need 
many years of travelling and devout researching, but this class 
offers you an unsurpassed stepping stone into a more diverse and 
potent mastery of Runic Magic. This field overlaps quite readily 
with Magical History, as it is almost impossible to learn a runic 
alphabet without doing at least a tiny bit of anthropological study 
into the culture that birthed it.

Imbued magic: The process behind permanent power

T
here are many different techniques behind the process 
of storing arcane power in objects, scrolls and even crea-
tures. Some are taught under the supervision of a pro-

fessor of Technomancy - but there are secrets and methods only 
taught by masters of the runes.
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Here the mysterious practice of magical tattoos and runes of 
binding will be discussed and attempted along with practical les-
sons such as learning to craft

magical runes that will last for many centuries to come. Storing 
magical energy permanently is both dangerous and demanding for 
even the experienced Witch and only the most studious of pupils 
will learn to completely harness this path to power.

Impacts of Runic Magic: What does Runic Magic 
mean for the Confluxes?

R
unic Magic means safety first and foremost. It is through 
the wards and protective circles that its inhabitants 
sleeps soundly and safely. It is through glyphs of confusion 

and secrecy that the Mundanes are kept from things they should 
not see and it is through runes of warning that the borders of 
somes Confluxes are guarded.

But the runes of our magical cultures are also the foundation in 
which our cultural heritage still lives. Through preservation and 
history has our legacy remained and that history has been kept 
alive and practiced by the runic alphabets. The museums and 
library of the European Confluxes are filled with scrolls, ledgers 
and tablets, all written in different ways but having one thing in 
common - Runic Magic.
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Excerpt from: 
“Runes In Practice: A Guide For The 

Novice Runic Spellcaster”
By Professor A.G. Crumplebottom

A Subject To Be Valued

R
unic study encompasses a myriad of alphabets, some 
better known than others, but all born out of the same 
intention. Much as a wand with unicorn hair or dragon’s 

heartstring at its core remains a tool for casting, runes are a 
tool to channel magic. And, unlike creatures, objects, and potions, 
runes are not magical in and of themselves. Just as the use of a 
wand requires practice, finesse, clarity, accuracy, and intention by 
a magical creature, so do runes require intelligence, intention, and 
a clarity of practice.

Theoretical Introduction

A
dherents to the study of runes are surely familiar with 
the seminal work by the reclusive but brilliant A. A. Tem-
plehouse, Magical Minds and the Physical World. You will 

remember that Templehouse suggests that runes are able to, in her 
words, “partake of ” magical energy. In a way, you may think of a 
rune as a cup, into which you may pour water — but instead of 
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water, you pour magical energy. The rune is more than a reservoir, 
however: It also shapes and helps direct magic, in conjunction 
with the concentrated intention of a Witch’s mind. Any Mundane 
can carve lines on a bunch of woodchips and toss them about like 
embarrassed tea leaves, but for actual practical magic, a magical 
mind must be present. This is what allows inanimate objects, such 
as the cornerstone of a house, to be imbued with a magical and 
intelligent intention, such as warmth and protection.

Unlike a wand, which channels magic immediately, a rune — like 
the cup — is able to hold on to magical intention. This makes 
runes much better suited to spells that act over a longer period 
of time, and often have subtle, even nearly imperceptible effects. 
The practical use of runes involves drawing, carving, or otherwise 
marking specific lines into your chosen object or material (note: 
this  should always be done by hand), combining this process with 
spells, charms, or potions. Runic magic is not fast, but it is strong. 
The ability to maintain concentration during a runic casting is 
often one of the hurdles for the novice. However, learning how 
to do “slow casting” has great rewards.

An Advanced Runic Education

A 
further study of runes is indispensable in any field con-
cerning historical texts, inscribed objects, and magical 
practices that may combine with runes (nearly all of 

them). Learn as many alphabets as you can, and experiment with 
different materials and situations. Learn from your colleagues in 
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related fields. Your wand tells you instantly whether or not your 
spell has succeeded or failed; runes require patience.

The Simplest Practice: Nominal Sigils

N
ominal sigils — those pertaining to a name — are as easy 
as child’s play, and can be as powerful as a grandmother’s 
curse.

Nominals were mostly used, in ancient times, in warding houses 
and objects against their use by enemies. This practice is still ob-
served by many old families; however, if the original caster of the 
nominal rune has done an exceptionally good job and has been 
fairly conservative in his or her views, it can result in houses re-
fusing entrance to descendants of enemies, or even Mundaneborn 
Witches. The sigils themselves are personal and increase in strength 
as they are used over a lifetime. Printed here is a simple example: 
That of yours truly. You will notice that each letter in “Crumple-
bottom” has been represented. Name sigils can be created using 
any alphabet whatsoever, so you may wish to practice your own.
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Excerpt from: 
“A History of Norse Runic Magic”

“At the center of the Norse cosmos stands the great 
tree Yggdrasil. Yggdrasil grows out of the Well of 
Urd, a pool whose fathomless depths hold many 

of the most powerful forces and beings in the cosmos. Among 
these beings are the Norns, three sagacious maidens who exert 
more influence over the course of destiny than any other beings 
in the cosmos.

One of the foremost techniques they use to shape destiny is 
carving runes into Yggdrasil’s trunk. The symbols then carry these 
intentions throughout the tree, affecting everything in the Nine 
Worlds.

The god Odin watched the Norns from his seat in Asgard and en-
vied their powers and their wisdom. And he bent his will toward 
the task of coming to know the runes. Since the runes’ native 
home is in the Well of Urd with the Norns, and since the runes 
do not reveal themselves to any but those who prove them-selves 
worthy of such fearful insights and abilities, Odin hung himself 
from a branch of Yggdrasil, pierced himself with his spear, and 
peered downward into the shadowy waters below. He forbade 
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any of the other gods to grant him the slightest aid, not even 
a sip of water. And he stared downward, and stared downward, 
and called to the runes.

He survived in this state, teetering on the precipice that sep-
arates the living from the dead, for no less than nine days and 
nights. At the end of the ninth night, he at last perceived shapes 
in the depths: the runes! They had accepted his sacrifice and 
shown themselves to him, revealing to him not only their forms, 
but also the secrets that lie within them. Having fixed this 
knowledge in his formidable memory, Odin ended his ordeal with 
a scream of exultation.”

This story is one of the many ur-myths of the Witch world. Here 
the secret of magic is acquired by the gods, and from there it 
passed down to hexblooded Witches. Whether you believe this 
myth or not, your subject is one about sacrifice in order to gain 
power.
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Excerpt from: 
“Runecasting and Runecrafting: A Prac-

titioner’s Guide to Magilinguistics”
By Professor T.H. Sanders

The Elder Futhark and Runecasting

I
n the Western traditions of magic, the Elder Futhark is 
by far the most common writing system used for runic 
magic. The Elder Futhark is a Norse alphabet, dating back 

to roughly the 2nd century1. While its precise origins are shroud-
ed in myth and mystery, and the subject of considerable debate 
among scholars, the usages of the Elder Futhark are quite clear.

The Elder Futhark alphabet consists of twenty-four runes, each 
of which has a name, a pronunciation, and a symbolic meaning. 
There are an additional five runes, added to the writing system 
by the Anglo-Saxons, known as the Futhorc runes. The chart on 
the following page shows all twenty-nine runes along with their 
pronunciations.

The most common use of these runes is and remains the art of 
runecasting, a form of simple geomantic divination. A runecaster 
carves or inscribes one rune on each of a set of small stones or 
tiles2. The tiles are placed into a pouch and shaken vigorously. The 
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runecaster asks a simple question, and draws tiles out of the bag. 
This can be done with a single tile, in which case the runecaster 
attempts to interpret the response based on the meaning of the 
rune on that tile.

For a more complex answer, the runecaster draws a number of 
tiles (traditionally four to six) and casts them to the ground with-
out looking at them. Then they try to arrange the runes to spell 
a word. That word is generally an omen that gives some answer 
to the question. Of course, given that often a particular set of 
letters can spell multiple different words, the precise results are 
very much open to personal interpretation.

1. For a full and thorough history of Elder Futhark, see Norges Indskrifter med 
de ældre Runer. Indledning: Runeskriftens Oprindelse og ældste Historie by 
S. Bugge.

2. In modern times, amateur runecasters in a hurry have been known to sub-
stitute wooden or plastic Scrabble tiles in their runecasting. This practice is 
not recommended, as the results will often be impacted by outside factors 
such as the age of the tree the wood was cut from (or the factory the 
plastic was molded in), the point values of the letters, and the results of 

the last game played with that Scrabble set.
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Runecrafting

O
f course, the Elder Futhark is but one of many sets of 
runes. Any writing system can be used for runecasting or 
other practical applications of runic magic. However, some 

writing systems are better for some purposes than others. The 
Elder Futhark is generally useful for divination, due to its historical 
associations with the god Odin and ideas of wisdom.
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The Irish Ogham line-writing system is useful for runic tattoos3 or 
for sewing into clothing. Korean Hangul characters are particularly 
potent for any kind of linguistic magic, due to their origins as a 
consciously and intentionally crafted writing system.

Many serious runecasters create their own personalized runic writ-
ing systems to use in their own spellcraft. The art of runecrafting 
is the process of designing and creating a set of runes, often for 
a specialized purpose. Some runecasters create a singular runic 
system which they use throughout their lives, while others create 
alphabet after alphabet, developing new runes for new spells4.

There are of course many different approaches to the process of 
runecraft, and what works for one Witch may be infuriating for 
another. It is recommended that all runecrafters experiment with 
different creation styles until they find one that works for them. 
Runic systems fall into two categories -- they are either a priori, 
meaning entirely created, or a posteriori, meaning based initially on 
an existing writing system or other runic alphabet. Many common 
methods of runic design include an element of randomization, 
letting the natural magic of the world influence the process. One 
can throw small sticks and see what shapes they create, fire clay 
to create cracks, or even base runes on shapes seen in clouds or 
lightning. Another common method is to simply close one’s eyes 
and make random lines with a brush and pick out interesting 
looking shapes from the resulting mess.

Often this first pass at the runes will be incoherent and impre-
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cise. You might have two runes that look too similar, or runes 
that are too complex and difficult to draw. Some Witches stick 
to these anyway, as they feel that the nuances of their runes 
are inherent to their magical properties, while others5 prefer to 
workshop and refine their runes into a more usable form. This 
process can take months, or even years, and for many runecasters, 
their runes evolve to reflect who they are as a person6. As the 
Witch grows and changes over the course of their life, so too 
do the runes7.
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3. Extreme caution should always be practiced when one is permanently tat-
tooing runes on one’s skin. Excessive skin-runes can lead to soul scarring or, 
in extreme cases, Witches becoming convinced that the runic descriptions 
of things on their skin were more real than the world itself. While there are 
confirmed instances of Witches using intentional rune-scarring to overwrite 
trauma or alter their own personalities, this is an extremely risky practice 
and is not recommended.

4. The 18th century Witch C. O’Brien holds a notable record as having created 
over three thousand distinct runic systems over the course of their life. 
They said often that as every spell they cast was unique, each one deserved 
its own form of expression. 

5. Especially those who actually intend to make use of their runes on a reg-
ular basis. 

6. Runecrafted systems are often very private matters, and it is not uncom-
mon for runecasters to be very protective of their writing systems. Teaching 
another Witch to read and write in your personal runes is a deeply intimate 
act, and not one to be undertaken lightly. If a fellow practitioner offers to 
teach you their runes, that is an offer that should be considered seriously. 
In some traditions, it is the equivalent of a marriage proposal or an invita-
tion to a formal apprenticeship.

7. Variations in handwriting apply just as strongly to runes, and runic analysis 
is a significant subfield of magical forensics. Runic analysis has led directly 
to the arrest of several notorious practitioners of dark magic, most famous-
ly in the case of R. Labyrnth. Forensic analysis was able to conclusively 
prove that Labyrnth had written the series of explosive runes that were 
used in the murder of E. Samovar. The case was complicated by the fact 
that Labyrnth had created the spell using Samovar’s own runic alphabet, 
attempting to frame the murder as a suicide. Detailed analysis showed 
distinct variations between Samovar’s personal documents and the runes 
used in the murder, and the variations precisely matched common tells in 
Labyrnth’s own runic writings.
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Orthographic Typology: Alphabets, Abjads, and 
Abugidas

T
here are many different types of writing systems8 in the 
world, any of which can be used as the basis for a system 
of runes. Here is a brief overview of the major categories 

of orthography, each of which has a full chapter on its specifics 
in section three of this book9.

Alphabet

A
n alphabet is a writing system in which every character 
stands for a particular sound, and all the major sounds 
(both consonants and vowels) are represented in the 

same manner. It is not uncommon for a singular character to 
be able to represent multiple sounds depending on the context. 
Many western languages use alphabets, including English, Latin, 
Greek, Russian, and the Elder Futhark.

Abjad

A
n abjad is similar to an alphabet, with each character 
standing for a sound, but in an abjad, only consonants are 
represented. The vowel sounds are inferred contextually 

based on each word. In modern usage, many abjads do include 
vowel markers for ease of reading. Most semitic languages use 
abjads, including Hebrew and Arabic. 
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Abugida

A
n abugida is a variation on an abjad, in which the vowel 
sounds are marked with small notations near each letter, 
called diacritics. Abugidas are common in the writing 

systems of Southeast Asia, including Devanagari, Khmer, Tibetan, 
and Thai.

Syllabaries

I
n a syllabic system, each character stands for a complete 
syllable, most commonly consisting of a consonant and a 
following vowel. Many syllabaries include standalone vowel 

characters, and sometimes a standalone final consonant. Notable 
syllabaries include Cherokee, Cuneiform, and Japanese, which uses 
a mix of two different sets of syllabaries--hiragana and katakana, 
in addition to the logographic kanji.

Logograms

T
he final and most abstract form is that of a logogram, in 
which each character represents an entire word or phrase. 
Logographic languages require a very large number of dis-

tinct characters, as each word needs its own depiction. Many of 
the world’s earliest writing systems began as logograms, evolving 
from simplified pictograms. The most common logographic system 
is the Chinese hanzi, many of which are also used in Japanese 
kanji.
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8. There are, of course, thousands of writing systems, and not every single 
one is easily classifiable into one of these categories. Runecrafters are not 
encouraged to intentionally create runic systems that do not fit into any 
category (or fit into multiple at once), and yet they continue to attempt 
to do so anyway, on a distressingly regular basis.

9. Not included in this excerpt.
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Other Fields of Study

W
hile the syllabus taught at Bothwell is specifically designed 
to produce well-rounded competent Witches, there are 
other areas of study that go beyond the subjects taught 

at Bothwell. They are extremely useful in complementing your 
knowledge on a given subject. It is highly recommended that you, 
as a self-sufficient student, should seek out secondments to other 
institutions that can teach you any additional subjects. At the 
very least you should seek out professors who’re knowledgeable 
in other areas to provide you with material on additional subject 
matter.

The following is a brief description of other subjects available to 
you. It is by no means exhaustive, but those of you wishing to 
become experts in your field will require a well-rounded knowl-
edge of other subjects.

Arithmancy

A
rithmancy is the art and study of magical mathematics 
and calculation. Sub-studies include Numerology, Geoman-
cy and other mathematics-based divining techniques that 

both show and shape the future, past, and present.
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Conflux Studies

I
n Conflux Studies, students learn about the European 
Confluxes and the rest of the magical world in all of its 
mystery and complexity. Part history, social studies, and 

ethics class - it is often the seat of spirited debate.

Invocation

T
he word Invocation comes from the Latin verb invocare 
“to call on, invoke, to give.” This ancient school of mag-
ic deals with the summoning of beings and forces that 

do not originate on the mortal plane. In this subject students 
will learn how to call forth powers and entities from elsewhere. 
Everything from restless ghosts to animist spirits to minor fey 
entities fall under the purview of Invocation.

Magical Theory

I
n Magical Theory, students learn about the framework 
of sorcery and the inner mysteries of how magic actually 
“works” behind the observed phenomena. Needless to say, 

all of the many theories are incredibly controversial.
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Mind Magic

M
ind Magic is the art and science of manipulating and 
altering the thoughts, perceptions, feelings, and memories 
of other sentient beings. It is in Mind Magic that stu-

dents learn how to cast spells pertaining to especially the human 
psyche, but also the psyche of other sentient and near-sentient 
beings. Everything from memory charms to confusion spells falls 
under the purview of Mind Magic.

Ritual Magic

I
n Ritual Magic, students learn how to use the power of 
rituals to produce magic of unparallelled power, duration 
and complexity. Being able to sling a quick spell is all well 

and good, but when compared to ritual magic it is the difference 
between being able to sing a song and conduct a choir. Ritual 
Magic is to thank for most of the world’s greatest, most ambi-
tious, most famous (and most infamous) works of magic.

Technomancy

I
n Technomancy, students learn about the ways magic and 
technology can be combined. In the past this subject was 
known as “Enchantment” and concerned itself mainly with 

the imbuing of objects with magical energies.
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Thank You for Reading
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For more on Bothwell School of Withcraft please visit 

www.BothwellSchoolofWitchcraft.com


